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ABSTRACT

We present the results of field validation measurements designed to test the

positioning accuracy and kinematic performance of the Large Optics Diamond
Turning Machine (LODTM), constructed at Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory. Field measurements were performed during January-February and

November, 1984, and are sufficient to characterize the capabilities of LODTM
when used as a measuring machine. No part cutting tests were done.
Measured errors include those due to machine drift, position repeatability,
laser length scales, slide straightness, tool bar angular motions, axis
geometry, and spindle motion. The static and dynamic performance of the

Fast Tool Servo was assessed by bench tests at NBS. We also identify those
aspects of machine behavior which are potentially problematic in fabrication
of large optics with figure errors within the design specifications of

LODTM.
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INTRODUCTION AND MEASUREMENT SUMMARY

This report presents the results of field tests designed to validate the

positioning accuracy of the Large Optics Diamond Turning Machine (LODTM),

constructed at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) . The geometry,

desipi details, and performance goals of this machine are described in

References (1“3)« With the exception of the Fast Tool Servo validation, all

testing was performed at LLNL during two validation periods? 9 January - 17

February and 5 November - 2 December, 198^»

Table 1 shows a list of the error measurements which are needed in order to

characterize the tool-to-workpiece positioning performance of LODTM. We

stress that no cutting tests or sample part metrology were performed by NBS,

so that we concern ourselves here only with those elements of machine error

which affect workpiece form, or figure, and neglect such important con-

siderations as dyn^ic tool-workpiece interaction and surface finish.

In this Introduction we summarize the results of machine validation for

quick reference purposes. Detailed measurement procedures and discussions

are presented in the following sections.

1 . Drift Tests

Machine drift ^1 microinch in each axis, for a time of 24 hours or less.
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NBS/LODTM FIELD METROLOGY

REQUIRED ERROR MEASUREMENTS:

1 . Static/Dynamic Drift Tests

2. Repeatability Tests

3. Scale Errors

4. Straightness Errors

5. Tool Bar Angular Motion Errors

6. Squareness/Parallelism Errors

7. Axis of Rotation Errors

8. Fast Tool Servo Performance

Table 1



2.

Repeatability Tests

Both unidirectional and bi-directional repeatability of the tool point

position, when commanded to the same point, is *0.5 microinches or

better for the X-axis. Due to a thermal hysteresis problem, described

in Appendix A, the Z-axis repeatability may be fixture-dependent; maxi-

mum observed non-repeatability was «2 microinches.

3.

Scale Errors

a. Periodic error due to polarization mixing in the position

interferometers: <0,1 microinch in each axis,

b. X and Z-axis displacement errors: <1 part in 10"^ of commanded

displacement. This upper limit is set by the calculated accuracy of

the interferometer system used to measure displacement errors.

4.

Straightness Errors

a. Z (vertical) straightness of the X-axis: <4 microinches peak-valley

in a 40-inch range of travel. This upper limit is set by our

ability to compute the figure error of the reference artifact used

for this measurement.
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b. X (horizontal) straightness of the Z-axis: microinches peak-

valley in 19.5 inches of travel. This error is dominated by thermal

hysteresis in the LODTM tool bar.

5. Tool Bar Angular Motion Errors

a. X-axis pitch motion: the physical rotation of the tool bar about

the machine Y-axis is *3 arc-seconds (15 microradians) in 40 inches

of X-axis travel. The control software corrects the X- position of

the tool point to within the accuracy of the NBS metrology inter-

ferometer (*1 part in 10^), provided that the tool Z-offset is

specified to within «0.25 inches. With this proviso, it is correct

to state that the combined X-axis positioning error due to length

scale and X-pitch is <1 part in 10^ of commanded displacement.

b. Z-axis pitch motion: the physical rotation of the tool bar about

the machine Y-axis is -I.B arc-second (8 microradians) in 19 inches

of Z-axis travel. After software correction the Z-position of the

tool point is compensated to within the accuracy of the NBS

interferometer. Due to thermal hysteresis in the tool bar, however,

there is =3 microinches peak-valley Z-axis non-repeatability with an

X-offset of 10 inches.

6. Squareness / Parallelism Errors
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a. X-Z squareness error: -0.^6 ±0.3 microradians after software

correction. The negative sign indicates an acute angle between the

X and Z axes.

b. X-W (spindle) squareness error: +0.40 ±0.12 microradians, measured

by reversal with the spindle rotor at rest. The sign is such that

the tool point moves _up in Z as the X*slide moves to the South.

c. Z-W parallelism error: this error was measured both statically and

dynamically.. For the static (spindle at rest) case, the measured

error is +5«30±0,22 microradians. At spindle speeds of 25 and 50

RPM the measured errors are, respectively, +2.6±0.4 microradians and

+2.9±0.4 microradians. The sign is such that the spindle axis is

tilted to the South with respect to the Z-axis. There is evidence,

explained in the text, that this parallelism error is a function of

tool bar position upon closing the machine positioning loops.

7. Axis of Rotation Errors

a. Spindle radial error motion: the inherent, uncompensated radial

motion was measured at 25 and 50 RPM at two axial locations, 1 - 1.5

inches and Z=21.5 inches above the rotor surface. The observed

peak-valley radial motions^ are, approximately,

1

3.5 microinches, 25 RPM

4 raicroinches, 50 RPM
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and

1

7 raicroinches , 25 RPM

.

9 microinches, 50 RPM

In each case the dominant contribution to the measured error is due

to a second harmonic (or twice per revolution) radial motion.

b. Spindle axial error motion: the inherent, uncompensated axial

motion was measured at 25 and 50 RPM. The peak-valley error at

these two spindle speeds are, respectively, «3 microinches and *2

microinches. This axial error is predominantly second harmonic in

nature.

c. Spindle tilt motion: measured tilt motion, computed from the radial

motion data, is *0.0M arc-seconds (0.2 microradians) peak-valley, at

both 25 and 50 RPM.

d. Spindle capacitance gauges: the output levels of the spindle

capacitance gauges change significantly with spindle speed. Between

2 RPM and 50 RPM the measured peak-valley change in signal levels

corresponds to 30-40 microinches apparent motion for the X-axis

gauges and 15-20 microinches for the Z-axis gauges.

e. Spindle random motion / capacitance gauge noise: peak-valley non-

repeatability of each of the four spindle capacitance gauges is =2
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microinches. For the X-axis gauges this behavior appears to be

dominated by inherent gauge noise, making radial error correction

problematic. Gauge noise and tool bar vibration preclude meaningful

estimates of the "random”, or non-repeatable component of the

spindle error motions.

8. Fast Tool Servo Performance

a. Static behavior: the FTS static displacement versus command voltage

is linear to better than 0,05 microinches for commands in the range

of ±10 VDC. Static repeatability error is also <0.05 microinches.

b. Dynamic behavior: FTS dynamic repeatability error is <0.05

microinches. In a bandwidth of 100 Hz, the dynamic positioning

error is <1 microinch for peak displacement of 28 microinches and is

<2 microinches for peak displacement of 46 microinches.
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AREAS OF CONCERN

During our field measurements at LODTM we observed several aspects of

machine behavior which may potentially limit the achievable figure and

surface finish characteristics of diamond turned optics. In addition to

these observations, there are tests and measurements which could not be

performed due to schedule constraints. In this section we briefly present

these matters for consideration, with no attempt to order them according to

their ultimate impact on finished part quality.

(1) Tool Set Station

The LODTM tool set station, which defines the origin of the tool point

coordinate system, was installed prior to our second series of field

measurements but was not tested for drift and repeatability errors.

Since our experience indicates that machine emergency stops are

plausible events, part production planning must include the possibility

of interrupted cutting passes which require re-zeroing of the tool

coordinates. In our opinion it would be very worthwhile to test the

repeatability of this process in order to assess the accuracy with

which an interrupted cut could be picked up and continued following a

loss of servo control.

(2) Tool Bar Vibration
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The LODTM tool bar has an oscillation, primarily along the X-axis, with

a frequency of *100 Hz and peak-valley amplitude of 3"5 microinches

depending upon fixturing and Z-axis position. This behavior is most

likely a resonance of the tool bar excited by the Z-axis air bearings

and the amplitude of the effect changes with bearing supply pressure.

The presence of this vibration made it nearly impossible to draw

meaningful conclusions about non-re peatable spindle radial motion

relative to the tool bar. With respect to machined optics such vibra-

tion may have an objectionable effect upon achievable surface finish.

(3) Tool Bar Thermal Distortion

Joul e-Thompson expansion of the air supplying the tool bar air bearings

causes these bearings to cool below ambient temperature. Much of our

measurement data was characterized by systematic, hysteresis-like

behavior as the tool bar cycled through the machine work volume. Prior

to the installation of in-line supply air heaters we were able to

understand these effects, and to correlate them with temperature

changes of the tool bar mounting plate to which our fixtures were

attached. A simple thermal model enabled us to plausibly demonstrate

that essentially all of the observed systematic errors could be at-

tributed to dimensional changes in the gauging fixtures themselves.

After installation of the heaters, we verified that their effect was to

render the tool bar mounting plate isothermal and in addition, we

replaced all aluminum and steel fixtures with Invar components. In
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spite of these improvements, we still observed systematic, presumably

thermally-related, non-repeatability in much of our data. The exact

cause of this behavior is not known. We were able to rule out any

asymmetric motion of the Z-axis straightedges, so that the most prob-

able explanation is a "warping" or distortion of the tool bar as it

changes position with respect to the heaters. The tool bar structure

contains a capacitance gauge designed to detect bending, but it was not

functioning during these measurements.

Tool point positioning errors caused by thermal distortion are not well

characterized at this time, and can only be crudely estimated for any

particular machining operation. In our opinion, with Super-invar

tooling and small (<5 inches) X-axis tool offsets, the maximum

thermally-induced error would be *2 microinches for tool motion

anywhere in the machine work volume, with the air line heaters on.

With these heaters off, and the same tooling, the error would probably

be smaller.

(4) Z-Axis - Spindle Axis Parallelism Error

In the stacked-slide design of LODTM, angular motions of the X-carriage

change the direction In space of the Z-axis. Because of this coupling

the parallelism error between the spindle axis and the Z-axis is a

function of the position of the X-carriage upon closing the machine

positioning loops. Thus, there is apparently no single number which

characterizes this axis alignment error. Since the pitch error of the
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X-carriage is greater than 3 arc-seconds (15 yrad), very large sys-

tematic positioning errors are possible without modification of the

LODTM start-up procedures. In Section 8.C. we suggest several such

modifications.

(5) Spindle Error Correction

The results of our measurements of the error motions of the LODTM

spindle rotor and the correction signals from the spindle capacitance

gauges suggest a careful review of the hardware design, calibration

procedures, and the error correction algorithms as currently imple-

mented on the real-time computer (RTC). In particular, with respect to

possible degradation of workpiece azimuthal figure error, we make the

following observations.

(a) Capacitance Gauge Noise

The LODTM spindle capacitance gauges appear to have significant

noise components in their outputs when the spindle turns at cut-

ting speed (50 RPM). Using nominal gauge calibration data as

supplied by the LODTM staff, the signal noise is equivalent to

about ±1 microinch apparent random motion for each gauge. The

effect is most directly demonstrated for the X-axis gauges, for

which the signal noise is roughly 1$ of the DC output level. The

reason for this behavior is not known but could possibly be caused

by turbulence-induced changes in the dielectric constant of the
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air within the gauge sensing gaps. Our data is not conclusive,

and we stress that these remarks are, at this time, speculative.

We would strongly urge, however, further testing of the dynamic

behavior of the capacitance gauges prior to their use in error

correction, since noise levels of the magnitude suggested here

would yield false correction data comparable in size to any real

spindle error motion.

(b) Capacitance Gauge Calibrations

Calibration factors for the spindle capacitance gauges were sup-

plied by the LODTM staff and used in our analyses of the gauge

output signals. Centering error computations for the X-axis

gauges suggest that the relative calibrations were in error by

*30X. A similar analysis was not possible for the Z-axis gauges,

but these results, which were derived from only one set of data,

are a cause for concern. In our opinion, it is clearly necessary

to re-calibrate the spindle capacitance gauges and to consider a

program of periodic checks on these calibrations in order to

minimize errors caused by drift.

(c) Capacitance Gauge Groove Errors

The apparent motion seen by any of the LODTM spindle capacitance

gauges is a mixture of form error of the groove in which it rides

and actual error motions of the axis of rotation. Once the latter
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have been accurately measured it is straightforward to compute an

"error map” for each of the capacitance gauge grooves in the form

of a lookup table. Our measurements have demonstrated that it is

crucial for this procedure to be carried out at actual machining

rotation rates, since the gauge outputs are significantly depend-

ent upon spindle speed.

(d) Spindle Error Correction Software

In every case, when spindle error motions were measured with

software correction on, the effect was to increase the measured

error. With respect to radial error motion, we can understand

this behavior since it was later discovered that one of the X-axis

capacitance gauges was operating with the wrong polarity.

Furthermore, as described in (b) above, we believe that the

calibration of at least one of these gauges was in error. We do

not understand the observed degradation of the spindle axial error

motion, which depends for its correction only upon the Z-axis

gauges. The most likely explanation is a faulty procedure for

filling the groove error lookup tables.

In order to fully implement and validate spindle error correction

on LODTM, it is necessary to accurately determine the X and Z

groove errors, fill the lookup tables, and then perform a complete

re-measurement of the spindle error motions. If this is not done,
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the effect of the correction algorithms will likely cause objec-

tionable workpiece errors, over and above those due to inherent

errors in the LODTM spindle.

(e) Metrology Frame Stability

In one of our last exercises during fieldwork at LODTM we observed

a periodic component in the output of the North-X capacitance

gauge, with the spindle rotor at rest. The displacement amplitude

was 1-2 microinches and the frequency near 60 Hz. Discussions

with the LODTM teohnical staff have raised the possiblity of an

oscillation of the North end of the machine metrology frame. We

would urge a careful investigation of this matter and its possible

influence on spindle error correction.

(f) Fast Tool Servo Integration

We raise this subject only because we were not able to test the

FTS as an integrated sub-system of LODTM. Prior to any use for

final part machining it would be highly desirable to validate the

FTS with respect to its performance under cutting conditions and

its interface with the position correction software.
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1. static X-Z Drift Tests

Drift tests are designed to test the basic stability of the machine against

environmental and other changes, for a time commensurate with the time

required to machine a part. Any measurable changes in the machine enclosure

air temperature can be expected to change the relative position of the tool

point with respect to a workpiece. For this reason, all measurements of

machine performance were accompanied by careful monitoring of the enclosure

air temperature.

Our goal was to measure the static drift of LODTM for a period of at least

24 hours, employing two NBS capacitance gauges to test stability In both

machine axes simultaneously. After a series of shorter tests which were

aborted due to machine emergency stops from various causes, one such test

was completed. Because an earlier machine crash had damaged one of the NBS

capacitance gauges, this test employed one NBS gauge and a pair of LLNL-

designed gauges.

The test object in these tests was a 2-inch diameter tungsten carbide ball

with excellent surface finish. The ball was epoxied to a small stand, which

was in turn mounted on the machine spindle face plate using an LLNL-designed

vacuum chuck normally used to fixture small flats for test machining. The

capacitance gauges were mounted to the machine tool bar using an Invar

fixture. This fixture was modified to hold one of the LLNL gauges (X-axis)

as well as an NBS gauge (Z-axis). Since the LLNL gauges are differential
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devices, the second gauge of the pair was mounted in a Super-invar reference

fixture of LLNL design. A diagram of the setup is shown in Fig.(1).

Prior to actual drift testing, all of the capacitance gauges were tested for

any inherent drift due to electronics and/or fixturing. Results of these

’’cap" tests showed the NBS gauges to be stable within about 1 microinch, and

the LLNL gauges within about 2 raicroinches in a 2U hour period. We believe

the greater drift of the LLNL gauges to be caused by mechanical creep in the

fixtures designed to implement these tests, but time did not allow a

detailed investigation of this behavior.

The results of the 2M hour X-Z static drift test are shown in Figs. (2-4).

Figure (2) shows the average machine enclosure air temperature as measured

by eight calibrated thermistors placed at various points near the machine.

The apparent 24-hour cyclic behavior of the air temperature with a peak-

valley amplitude of about 0.01°C (0.018°F) was observed on several occasions

during our early validation work at LODTM. Investigation by J. Roblee of

the LODTM staff revealed that this behavior was caused by radiative coupling

of the enclosure control thermistor to a diurnally-varying source of thermal

radiation. Shielding of the control thermistor with reflective metal foil

was sufficient to bring the machine enclosure air temperature to within the

design specifications. Subsequent measurements have shown temperature

control to be 0.005°C (0.01°F) or better during 24 hour time periods.

Figures (3) and (4) display the measured drift of LODTM along Z and X,

respectively. The diurnal behavior of the enclosure air temperature is
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clearly coupled into the Z-axis drift data; no such correlation is observed

in the X-axis data. The small- amplitude (sO.4 microinch) periodic distur-

bances in the Z-axis data are fixturing artifacts, caused by mechanical

flexing of the top mounting plate of the vacuum chuck. During the re-cycle

sequence of the oil supply for the LODTM spindle thrust bearing, the vacuum

pressure fluctuates with the opening and closing of solenoid valves. Such

pressure fluctuations beneath the vacuum chuck cause mechanical deformations

which couple directly to the test ball. These variations in spindle oil

pressure were monitored during drift testing [see Fig. (5)] and are readily

correlated with the small peaks in the Z-axis data.

The peak-valley drifts in the X and Z axes are approximately 1 microinch and

2 microinches in the 2^ hour period measured. In the absence of periodic

temperature variations, and taking into account inherent gauge stability,

machine static drift stability appears to be better than 1 microinch P-V in

both axes for 2M hours or less.

Figure (6) shows the state of air temperature control within the LODTM

machine enclosure, as measured over a period of 36 hours during November,

1984. The machine thermal environment is exceptional and is within the

specifications of the machine designers.

2. Positioning Repeatability Tests
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Several tests were performed to check the reproducibility of machine

positioning, in order to discover any effects due to "drive heating" or

temperature gradients within the LODTM work volume. These tests were per-

formed using the X and Z axis capacitance gauges and the 2-inch tungsten

carbide ball described above.

During our early repeatability tests, we discovered that while the Z-axis

repeated to better than 0.5 microinches (for short moves), the X-axis was

highly erratic. Upon moving the tool bar manually 0.1 inches away from the

test ball and back in the X-direction, the positioning repeatability varied

in an unpredictable fashion from better than 0.5 microinches to as much as

60 microinches. A systematic investigation of this behavior revealed the

source of the problem to be a faulty printed circuit board in one X-axis

channel of the LODTM laser resolution electronics. The problem was sub-

sequently eliminated by completely replacing all four PC boards in that

particular channel.

The time required to isolate and repair the above hardware failure precluded

testing machine repeatability as extensively as originally planned. The

results and conclusions of the tests ultimately completed may be summarized

as follows:

(a) Short moves: (0.1 inches in X and Z). X and Z both repeat to

within 0.5 microinches or better, based upon approximately 10

tri als

.
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(b) Intermediate move: (5 inches in X and Z). One trial only; X

repeated to <0.5 microinches, Z repeated to <0.1 microinches.

(c) Long move: (15 inches in X and 10 inches in Z). One trial only; X

repeated to <0.3 microinches, Z returned 2 microinches short of

initial position.

Two points should be stressed with respect to these results. First, the

presence of a 2-3 microinch, *100Hz vibration of the LODTM tool bar in the

X-direction caused the sampling repeatability of the X-axis capacitance

gauge to be inherently worse than for the Z-axis, which was free from this

"noise" component. For this reason the "true" average X-axis tool bar

repeatability is probably better than the 0.5 microinch figure we are able

to quote.

The second comment concerns the comparatively poor repeatability of the Z-

axis after the "long" move described in case (c)

.

We now believe that this

behavior was caused by dimensional changes in the capacitance gauge mounting

fixture due to a position-dependent cooling of the tool bar mounting plate.

This effect is described in Appendix A.

3 . Tests for Polarization Mixing Errors

The slide positioning systems of LODTM were tested for the existence of

polarization mixing errors. Such errors may occur in interferometers in
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which polarization is used to separate the information and reference beams.

Because of the plane-mirror geometry employed in the LODTM interferometers,

any such errors would appear as sinusoidal positioning errors with a

period of *6 microinches.

These tests employed the same fixtures and gauges described above. For each

axis, the machine moved under computer control for a total displacement of

10 microinches, in 0.1 microinch steps. Gauge resolution on both axes was

better than 0.1 microinch.

The results of these tests are conclusive: if periodic errors exist in the

LODTM slide positioning systems, they are smaller than 0.1 microinch in

amplitude and thus of negligible importance to part machining accuracy.

X-axis Scale Errors (0-^0 inches)

The linear positioning error (scale error) of the LODTM X-axis was measured

over 40 inches of its approximately 44 inches of travel. We define the

scale error as the difference between actual (measured) slide position and

the position commanded by the NO machine controller.

Scale error measurements were performed with the N3S-developed laser inter-

ferometer system described in detail in Appendix B. Because of schedule

delays and time constraints, we used a retrof lector target rather than
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plane-mirror optics which resulted in a factor of two decrease in inter-

ferometer resolution. In addition, our extensive experience with the

commercial laser head used in these tests revealed it to be remarkably

stable (frequency drift <1 part in 10® in any 2^-hour period measured). For

this reason, the iodine-stabilized He-Ne laser was used for frequency checks

before and after the scale measurements, rather than being used as a real-

time component of the interferometer system.

There are two sources of systematic errors which must always be considered

in this type of displacement interferometry. The first is a length-

dependent error which arises when the measurement laser beam is not parallel

to the machine motion axis. Such a misalignment will cause the inter-

ferometer to measure a displacement smaller than the actual machine motion

by an amount proportional to the cosine of the angle between the two axes,

and the resultant error is thus known as "cosine error". In the NBS

measurements, beam alignment was accomplished using a 2-axis lateral-effect

photodiode position detector which enabled the direct measurement of the

relevant angle. This result was used to correct the measured data for the

effects of cosine error.

The second systematic error occurs when the environmental conditions change

during a measurement cycle. The interferometer system is zeroed at the

start of a run with the retroreflector at some small, but finite (=1/^ inch)

distance from the beam splitter and reference reflector. If the refractive

index of the air within the machine enclosure changes then the position of

the zero point will wander by an amount proportional to such a change. If
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not corrected, this zero drift causes what are referred to as "deadpath"

errors in the interferometer system. Since environmental parameters are

routinely sampled and stored during laser measurements, deadpath errors are

calculated and removed by the data analysis software.

The LODTM X-axis scale errors were measured at 1 inch intervals, with each

point sampled twice (once for each direction of slide motion). The machine

moved to its commanded positions under computer control, and was linked to

the NBS metrology system by means of a VDC "in-position” signal from the

computer, followed by a pause («10 seconds) for data sampling.

The results of our first X-axis scale measurement are shown in Fig. (7). The

large (=160 microinch) systematic error is a consequence of our basic un-

familiarity with LODTM start-up procedures, which require the operator to

enter the tool point coordinates into the real-time computer (RTC). In this

run (XDISP6) this information was entered at the wrong point in the sequence

and caused a 10-inch error in the vertical position of the tool point

(retror eflector ) used by the RTC for real-time software correction.

Combined with the observed 1 60 microinch error, this 10-inch offset indi-

cates an approximately 3 arc-second pitch motion of the X-axis carriage.

Figure (8) shows the measured X-axis scale error with the tool point posi-

tion entered correctly into the control software. The solid curve connects

points sampled with X increasing and the dashed curve corresponds to

decreasing X. This data displays an approximately linear systematic error

of 8 parts in 10®. While this is smaller than the estimated 1 part in 10"^
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accuracy of the NBS interferometer system, we discovered that the LODTM

metrology laser was operating 30 MHz below the frequency coded into the RT

computer. More than one-half of the observed slope of the data may be

attributed to this frequency error, and the data was subsequently re-

analyzed with the appropriate frequency correction.

The final results, corrected for all known systematic errors, are shown in

Fig. (9). As is evident from this data, LODTM is more accurate than an

interferometer operating in air can measure. All data is within the sys-

tematic uncertainty in the NBS interferometer system. The lack of exact

position repeatability is due to air turbulence and a 2-3 microinch vibra-

tion of the machine tool bar. This effect could be reduced by longer

averaging but time constraints precluded this improvement.

5. Z-Axis Scale Errors (0-19.5 inches)

The scale error of the LODTM Z-axis was measured over 19.5 inches of its

approximately 20-inch range of travel. Data was taken at 1-inch intervals

using essentially the same optics used in the X-axis measurements.

The raw data (less cosine and deadpath errors) is shown in Fig.dO). The

marked systematic non-repeatability in the data was traced to a position-

dependent thermal gradient in the LODTM tool bar. This effect is described

in detail in Appendix A. For the present it suffices to say that a simple
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model afforded a satisfactory way to correct measurement data for the ef-

fects of thermal drift.

The corrected data is shown in Fig.(n). As was the case for the X-axis

measurements, the observed Z-axis scale errors are completely within the

systematic uncertainty of the NBS interferometer system.

6. Angular Motions

The four X-axis interferometers on LODTM are designed to detect rotations of

the tool bar about the machine Y-axis and to provide error signals for real-

time position correction. In order to measure the actual angular motions

(pitch errors) of the machine slides and the degree to which the RTC

software is able to compensate for them, it was necessary to enter a fic-

titious tool tip position into the RTC at startup, thus disabling the pitch

compensation portion of the control software. The actual measurements

employed the NBS laser interferometer system, since with appropriate tool

offsets pitch motions cause apparent scale errors (i.e.,"Abbe errors”).

6. A. X-Axis Pitch Motion [£y.(X)]

The real-time correction of errors due to pitch motion of the LODTM X-axis

carriage is well illustrated by Figs. (7) and (8). The only difference

between these two runs was the vertical distance between the effective tool
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point and the tool bar mounting plate which was entered into the RTC. In

the first case [Fig. (7)] this offset was in error by 10 inches. After

entering this distance correctly [Fig. (8)] the large systematic error disap-

peared, indicating that the real-time correction software was functioning

correctly. Any residual angular motions cause position errors within the

systematic uncertainty of the NBS interferometer system.

6.B. Z-Axis Pitch Motion [e^CZ)]

The rotation of the LODTM tool bar about the machine Y-axis, as a function

of Z-position, was measured in the following manner. Using the NBS laser

interferometer system, the displacement error of the target reflector

(corner cube) was measured with the reflector offset from the center line of

the tool bar in the X-direction. In this configuration, if the RTC is given

a zero X-axis offset at start-up, then the machine will move in the Z-

direction with no correction for rotational motion (Z-positioning errors due

to Y-axis rotations are of second order when the tool point is on the tool

bar center line). Real pitch errors of the tool bar then appear as scale

errors to the interferometer system, with magnitude equal to the angular

motion multiplied by the reflector offset.

By repeating the above measurements with the correct X-axis offset entered

into the RTC, the effect is to toggle, or turn on, the pitch correction part

of the position ccrrectioning software. These measurements were performed

for two different tool offsets: +9.3 inches (runs ZDISP5 and ZDISP6) and
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-^.65 inches (runs ZDISP8 and ZDISP9). For each offset, one run was made

with software correction off followed by a run with software correction on.

[Note: the signs of the offsets refer to the offset directions relative to

the center of the tool bar. By convention, positive offsets are to the

North.

]

During our January-February
, 198^ validation measurements it was necessary

to correct all Z-axis pitch measurement data for the effects of the tool bar

thermal gradient, as described in Appendix A.

The results of the two runs with software correction off (ZDISP5 and ZDISP8)

are shown in Figs. (12) and (13)» It is clear from these figures that the

LODTM tool bar possesses a systematic rotation about the machine Y-axis of

magnitude 0.4 microradians/ inch of Z-travel. The total rotation in 20

inches of travel is approximately 1.64 arc-seconds (7»95 prad), and the

sense of rotation is clockwise when viewed from the West. We stress that

this is the inherent, or uncorrected, pitch error and its magnitude is

typical of a precision machine tool of the size of LODTM.

By entering the correct tool offsets, we then effectively turn on the LODTM

Z-axis pitch correction software, resulting in Figs. (14) and (15) [runs

ZDISP6 and ZDISP9]. If the Z-axis reference straightedges were perfectly

straight and if the pitch correction calculation was properly implemented,

we would expect the resultant errors to be zero, within the measurement

uncertainty. As the data indicate, however, with the pitch compensation

turned on there is a residual apparent pitch error of approximately 0.097
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yrad/inch of Z-travel with direction counter-clockwise when viewed from the

West. In other words, the control system over-corrected for the effects of

Z-axis pitch. In our opinion, this over-correction is due to the dif-

ferences in the shapes of the two Z-axis reference straightedges.

During our return validation period in November, 198^, we undertook the re-

measurement of the Z-axis pitch error in order to assure that the linear

term in the Z-straightedge look-up tables was properly assigned. This

linear term arises due to the shape errors of the tool bar straightedges and

should have the effect of removing the apparent residual pitch error

described in the preceding paragraph. These new measurements were performed

in a manner similar to that of the original series, except that we used orJy

a -10-inch offset fixture together with on-axis scale measurements.

It should be noted that these measurements were done with the air line

heaters, as described in Appendix A, turned on and operating at ap-

proximately 50 % of full power. Direct measurements showed that the tool bar

face plate temperature was constant within ±0.01 °C over the full range of Z-

axis travel under these conditions, so that the simple thermal model used to

correct the original data could not be applied to the re-measurements. As

will be seen, there is a significant amount of thermally-related hysteresis

remaining in the Z-axis displacement/pitch data which is not related to any

real dimensional changes in the fixtures. The detailed cause of this be-

havior is not understood at this time.
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Figure (16) displays the results of our re-measurement of the Z-axis dis-

placement error (run ZSCALE9) . The lack of bi-directional repeatability is

due to the thermal hysteresis mentioned above. A comparison of this data

with our original measurement [Fig.(11)] shows somewhat larger systematic

error than we calculate for the NBS interferometer system (1 part in 10'^),

Prior to this measurement we made a very careful determination of the fre-

quency reference chain and the subsequent frequency-to-wavelength conversion

algorithm used by the LODTM control computer to set the length scale of the

machine. The only uncertainty associated with this system was the frequency

of the reference laser. Shortly after the January-February , 1984 validation

period, the reference iodine-stabilized He-Ne laser on LODTM failed and due

to lack of a spare was replaced with the commercial metrology laser used in

the NBS interferometer system. This laser had been calibrated at NBS and at

Livermore prior to its use in field measurements, but the last calibration

was performed in 'January, 1984. The long-term frequency stability of this

laser is specified to be ±1 part in 10^; a drift of this magnitude could

account for 2 microinches of observed displacement error. While such a

frequency drift is in principle possible, our experience with frequency

calibrations of the metrology laser leads us to believe that a drift of such

magnitude is very unlikely.

In our opinion, a more likely explanation of the measured displacement error

is a drift of some component of the NBS interferometer system. The metrol-

ogy laser used for the November, 1984 measurements was frequency calibrated

approximately one week prior to the start of field testing, so that we
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suspect a drift in calibration of one of the systems employed for the deter-

mination of the refractive index of air. During this period we noted in

particular that the dewpoint hygrometer indicated that the relative humidity

within the LODTM machine enclosure was fluctuating erratically between ^0?

and 60$ RH which was 10-15$ higher than we observed during January-February

,

198^. An error of this magnitude (and direction) in relative humidity

measurement would be sufficient to explain the observed systematic Z-axis

displacement error.

In summary, we believe that the LODTM control system provides a Z-axis

displacement error of less than 1 part in 10^ of the commanded position. In

addition we feel that any future long-distance displacement measurements

using the NBS interferometer system be preceded by re-calibrations at NBS of

the environmental transducers used for determination of the refractive index

of air.

Following the Z-axis scale error measurement just described, we re-measured

the Z-axis pitch error using a cube corner reflector offset 10 inches South

of the tool bar centerline. These measurements were performed with the tool

bar air bearing supply line heaters at 50$ of maximum power, and no attempt

was made to correct the data for thermal drift and/or hysteresis. In at-

tempting to understand this thermal behavior, the pitch error was measured

several times. Figure (17) displays the results of a typical run in this

series (ZSCALE12)e The thermal hysteresis of 2-3 microinch amplitude is

clearly seen in this data, in addition to a systematic residual pitch error

motion. The apparent angular motion of the tool bar is seen to be a gradual
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counter-clockwise (viewed from .the West) rotation for about 17 inches of

upward Z-travel
, followed by a rather abrupt clockwise rotation between 17

inches and 19 inches of travel. This latter behavior was not observed

during our January-February
, 1984 measurements— the reason for the change in

apparent pitch motion is not known.

Because of the thermal hysteresis and our inability to model it, we

proceeded to do a simple linear correction for the effects of Z-axis pitch,

using the 0-17"inch portion of Fig. (17). We estimated this linear correc-

tion from a basic "eyeball" fit to the data, with the goal of making the

observed pitch error agree with the linear displacement error measured on-

axis [Fig. (16)], The result of this procedure was to add to the existing

linear terra in the Z-axis lookup table an amount equal to 0.88 yradians of

pitch in 20 inches of travel.

The Z-axis pitch was then re-measured, resulting in Fig. (18) (ZSCALE14). A

comparison of Figs. (1 6) and (18) indicates that the new linear term in the •

Z-axis lookup table is now slightly too large, but the pronounced thermal

hysteresis remaining in the pitch data precludes any meaningful re-

adjustment. We emphasize that these measurements employed a 10" lever arm

coupling the Z-axis pitch motion to the observed displacement errors. In

normal machining operations on LODTM, typical tool offsets are 5 inches or

less; under these conditions we conclude that Z-axis positioning errors due

to angular motion of the tool bar during Z motion would be dominated by

thermal hysteresis errors (except perhaps for the upper 3 inches of travel).

If these errors were eliminated so that the positioning errors became
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repeatable, it would be possible via parametric curve fitting and a more

sophisticated lookup table to reduce pitch-related errors to a level within

1 part in 10"^ of the range of Z-axis travel.

7. Slide Straightness Errors

Because LODTM is a 2-axis machine tool, it is only necessary to measure

straightness error motions in the X-Z plane. Transverse errors in the Y

direction are tangent to the surface of the workpiece and cause negligible

(i.e., second order) figure errors. The relevant sensitive errors on LODTM

are 5 (X), the Z (or vertical) straightness of the X-axis and 5 (Z), the X
X

(or horizontal) straightness of the Z-axis. In the design of the machine,

these errors are sensed by laser interferometers sampling glass

straightedges which act as reference surfaces. For 5 (X), the reference

straightedges are mounted on the metrology frame, while for 5^(Z) they are

kinematically attached to opposite sides of the tool bar.

Each of the LODTM straightness errors was measured in an iterative manner.

That is, we first measured the error with no real-time software correction,

used the resultant "map” of the figure error of the reference surfaces to

fill a correction lookup table, and then re-measured the error as a check on

the software correction algorithm.
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7. A. Z-Straightness of the X-axis. [6_(X)]

The Z-straightness of the X-axis, or vertical straightness, was measured

over 40 inches of X-axis travel, ’The straightness reference for these

measurements was a spare 2 inches x 6 inches x 45.5 inches glass

straightedge from LODTM, which was calibrated at NBS prior to field

validation. This reference surface was sampled using the NBS interferometer

in the plane-mirror mode. We used an analytic computational algorithm to

correct our data for errors due to gravitational sag of the reference

surface. The cailibration of this artifact and the procedure used for verti-

cal straightness measurement are described in detail in Appendix C.

Following the notation of Appendix C, experimental straightness data con-

sists of a set of displacements d(X,a) measured by the interferometer system

at a number of positions X. The parameter a is the ratio of support separa-

tion to the length of the straightedge; for these measurements ct has the

fixed value of 0.538. The experimental data is related to the machine error

motion 6^(X), the calibrated shape of the reference straightedge S(X), and

the gravitationally-induced deformation G(X,ct) by the relation

d(X,a)=5 (X)-S(X)-G(X,a) . (1)
z

The sign conventions for the quantities in Eq.(1) are the same as those

introduced in Appendix C, with the exception of the machine error 5^(X)

which is taken to be positive for upward motion of the LODTM tool bar.
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Rearrangement of Eq.(1) yields the desired error in terms of measured and

computed quantities:

6^(X)=d(X,a)+S(X)+G(X,a). (2)

Figure (19) displays the measured vertical straightness error 5 (X) of LODTM

as measured in November, 1984. In this run, the lookup table associated

with the horizontal reference straightedges of LODTM was filled with zeros,

so that Fig. (19) is effectively a map of the average deviation from ideal

straightness of these two artifacts. We believe that the noise and as-

sociated lack of bi-directional repeatability evident in this data was

caused by vertical oscillations of the fixture used to attach the inter-

ferometer to the LODTM tool bar. These oscillations were presumably excited

by the 2-3 microinch, 100Hz X-axis vibration of the tool bar.

The dashed curve in Fig. (19) represents a 5“parameter polynomial fit to the

experimental data. The form of the fitting function is

[6^(X)]... = So I ( 3 )

i-1

with the coefficients ao,...,a^ determined by a polynomial regression algo-

rithm. The fitted straightness function corresponds to the parameter set

So = 0.088

a. 0.620
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32 = -0.1409 (4)

33 = 5.784 X 10-"

3^ - -6.414 X 10-^.

We then proceeded to modify the LODTM correction software, using Eq.(3) and

the parameter set, Eqs.(4), to generate the 1000 entries in the X-axis

straightness lookup table. Following this modification we re-measured the

vertical straightness, software corrected, obtaining the results shown in

Fig. (20). Apart from vibrationally-induced measurement noise, it is seen

that 6 (X) has been reduced to an error of about ±2 microinches (4 uin. P-
z

V). As we discuss in Appendix C, this error range represents the confidence

limits of the analytical technique used to compute straightedge gravita-

tional sag. Thus, as in the case of the scale errors, the vertical

straightness error of the LODTM tool bar is now within the limits imposed by

the measurement system.

7.B. X-Straightness of the Z-axis . [6^(Z)]

The X-straightness of the Z-axis was measured over 19 inches of Z-axis

travel. The straightness reference for these measurements was a 3”inch

diameter precision cylindrical square approximately 20 inches in length.

This artifact was mounted upon a 2-axis tilt plate, used for angular adjust-

ments, and was centered and aligned so that its axis was very nearly

collinear with the LODTM spindle axis.
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Horizontal (X- direct ion) motions of the LODTM tool bar with respect to this

vertical reference artifact were measured with two NBS-designed capacitance

gauges. These gauges have a cylindrical geometry, with bodies constructed

of Invar in order to minimize output drift due to thermally-induced dimen-

sional changes. The gauges were mounted to the tool bar face plate in such

a way as to sample two diametrically-opposed reference lines on the gauging

surface of the cylindrical square. The mounting fixture was also fabricated

from Invar. A diagram of the measurement setup is shown in Fig. (21).

As discussed in Appendix C, data obtained in straightness measurements

generally consists of the desired information superimposed upon a linear

term due to setup and/or alignment errors. As we explain later in this

section, the slopes of the linear terms in our horizontal straightness

measurements may be analyzed to obtain interesting information about the

parallelism of the LODTM Z-axis to the spindle rotation axis (in the static

sense), and about the taper of the reference cylindrical square. For the

present, however, in order to describe the straightness measurement tech-

nique, we assume that best-fit least-squares straight lines have been

removed from the data.

It is necessary to adopt a sign convention for the X-straightness of Z-axis

error function, 5^(Z). We choose the following:

6x(Z)

+, for motion of the tool bar to the SOUTH

for motion NORTH

(5)
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Of course, when measuring straightness errors with reference artifacts it is

always necessary to consider the deviations of the reference surfaces fran

ideal straightness. In this type of measurement it is usually possible to

separate artifact errors from the errors of interest by re-orienting, or

"reversing" the artifact (see Appendix C); this is the procedure followed in

these measurements. The two capacitance gauges were first transported along

the cylindrical square, with the latter in what is arbitrarily called the

"FORWARD" orientation, and the gauge displacements recorded. The spindle

was then rotated 180®, placing the cylindrical square in the "REVERSE"

orientation, and a new set of displacements recorded. Accurate indexing was

assured by monitoring the rotation with the 36,000 counts/revolution LODTM

spindle encoder. These two sets of displacements were then used to extract

6^(Z) and cylindrical square error as we now describe.

There are two straightness functions CjCZ) and C^CZ) which characterize the

two measurement lines along the cylindrical square. By convention we as-

sociate Ci(Z) with the surface sampled by the South capacitance gauge in the

Forward orientation. In the Reverse orientation, (Z) is sampled by the

North gauge. CjCZ), of course, refers to the line diametrically opposed to

Ci(Z), and is always sampled by the opposite gauge. By arbitrary choice,

the sign conventions for these functions are

1

+, radially outward displacements

( 6 )

-, radially inward displacements
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The capacitance gauges respond to changes in the small (2-3 mils) gaps

between their active electrodes and the conducting surfaces. Displacement

data is measured relative to a zero at the start of the measurements, with

the tool bar near its lower limit of travel, and is derived from measured

output voltages via calibration factors for each gauge. The gauges were

periodically calibrated in situ by manually stepping the LODTM tool bar in

the X-direction by known amounts, using the machine’s own very accurate

length scales. Typical sensitivities for these gauges was 2-3 mV/microinch.

Measured displacement functions are labelled by a 2-letter descriptor, with

the first letter (N or S) denoting the North or South gauge and the second

letter (F or R) denoting the cylindrical square orientation (Forward or

Reverse). The sign conventions are chosen so that motions of the tool bar

cause identical changes in the displacement function of each gauge. This

requires changing one of the gauge "polarities*’ in the analysis software

since if the tool bar should move North or South, one gauge would get closer

to the cylindrical square while the other got farther away. These sign

conventions may be summarized by

I

+, tool bar motion NORTH

(7)

-, tool bar motion SOUTH

With these conventions, the "FORWARD” data yields the displacements

SF(Z)=C, (Z)-6^(Z) (S)
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(9)NF(Z)=-C2(Z)-aj^(Z)

while the corresponding functions for the "REVERSE" data are

SR(Z)-C2(Z)-6^(Z) ( 10 )

NR(Z)—C,(Z)-6^(Z). ( 11 )

Equations (8-11) illustrate an interesting consequence of the use of two

opposed gauges for these measurements: since there are four relations among

three unknown functions, we achieve a redundant measurement of the machine

error. This prrovides a useful consistency check on the data. Thus from

Eqs. (9 and 10) and Eqs. (8 and 11) we have:

6^(Z) = - jCNF(2)+SR(Z)] (12a)

- ^[SF(Z)'^NR(2)]. (12b)

Of course, the reversal process also permits the calibration of the

reference artifact, and in this case we iiave two such calibrations. From

Eqs. (8 and 11), we have

C,iZ) - ^[SF(Z)-NR(Z)], (13)
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while Eqs. (9 and 10) yield

Cj(Z) = |[SR(Z)-NF(Z)]. (ID)

The horizontal straightness error was measured over 12 inches of Z-

axis travel during January-February, 1984, and re-measured over 19 inches of

travel during November, 1984. We will concentrate in this report upon the

latter measurements - the earlier ones were performed using only one

capacitance gauge and were plagued by very severe thermal hysteresis.

Figures (22) and (23) display two redundant measurements of S^(Z) taken at

1-inch increments in both directions of Z-axis motion (i.e. "out and back").

The two measurements of Figs. (22) and (23) correspond to calculations via

Eqs. (12a) and (12b), respectively. Data consistency is seen to be excel-

lent, in the sense that if the two curves are superimposed they agree with

each other within 0.5 microinch or so over the full range of motion. Also

evident from the straightness data is a systematic non-repeatability re-

lated, we believe, to the thermal interactions of the air bearing pads with

the tool bar structure. The air line heaters were operating at 50% of full

power during this period, and no attempt was made to correct the data.

The straightness data of Figs. (22) and (23) shows a systematic motion of

the tool bar to the North and then back to the South as the tool bar moves

up. Similar, nearly parabolic behavior was observed over 12 inches of

travel in our previous validation period, and that data was used by the
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attempt any more sophisticated software correction, so that Eq. (16) repre-

sents the 5^(Z) correction lookup table currently implemented on LODTM.

Figures (26) and (27) display the straightness errors 0^(2) and 0^(2) of the

two gauging lines sampled on the cylindrical square, computed from the data

using Eqs. (13) and (1^). A comparison of these fig^ures shows this artifact

to be very nearly an ideal surface of revolution. The difference in error

for any particular value of 2 is an estimate of the roundness error of the

cylinder at that cross-section, and is on the order of 3-5 microinches or

better anywhere along the gauging surface. This artifact was left at LODTM

as part of the metrology system delivered by NBS, and these two surfaces

have been marked on the base of the square so that it may be used in future

measurements without re-calibration along these surfaces.

We now turn to a discussion of the slopes of the least-squares lines fit to

the <5^(2) data, and the static determination of the parallelism error be-

tween the LODTM spindle rotation axis and the line of motion of the 2-axis.

The relevant geometry is shown schematically in Fig. (28). In this figure,

the dashed line W is the spindle axis which makes an angle a with the 2-axis

when projected onto the X-2 plane. [Note: this projection operation is

permissible since out-of-plane motions cause only second-order errors.]

Lines and represent the two gauging surfaces of the cylindrical

square, and the included angle T between them is the taper angle of the

square. The two capacitance gauges (not shown in the figure) are arranged

so as to straddle the cylindrical square, and are transported along the line

of the 2-axis. The top illustration (a) shows the "FORWARD" measurement
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“Forward”
6 = 0

Z W

(a)

Figure 28
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setup, with the rotor in an arbitrary angular position, 0=0. The bottom

illustration (b) shows the re-oriented "REVERSE" setup, achieved by a 180®

spindle rotation. All angles in Fig. (28) are highly exaggerated for

clari ty

.

In each measurement, the slope of the recorded data is a measure of the

angle between the LODTM Z-axis and the particular sampled surface. Angle

S, as shown, is defined as the angle between the spindle axis (W) and

measurement line Cj. We denote the measured slopes by, for example,

which is the slope of the SOUTH capacitance gauge data in the FORWARD orien-

tation and so on for the rest of the data. With this convention, the

angular relations may be written from an examination of Fig. (28):

02P
* a 6 (17)

NF 6 - Y ( 18 )

$SR
- ^ - 6 * ^ (19)

( 20 )

The angle 6 is determined by the setup alignment, and is of no concern here.

From the relations (17”20) we have, for the cylindrical square taper:

y ’
^NF

(21a)
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(21b)

and for the static Z-W parallelism error:

(22a)

(22b)

During the November, 1984 validation period, in the process of developing

the proper straightness correction algorithm, we measured 5^(2) three times,

resulting in three complete realizations of the set of angular relations

(17-20) from least-squares fits to the data. Using Eqs.(21) and (22), we

compute the following values for y and a:

y - -1.96 ±0.10 microradians (23)

(24)a “ 5.30 ± 0.22 microradians

We make two observations regarding these results. First, with respect to

the cylindrical square taper angle Y, the negative sign indicates a taper of

the opposite sense to that depicted in Fig. (28). That is, the figure of

the cylindrical gauging surface is such that its mean diameter decreases

with increasing distance from. the base. The rate of decrease, given by Eq.

( 23 ), is about 2 microinches/inch, so that the lower end of the gauging
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surface is approximately 40 microinches larger in diameter than the upper

end.

Second, measured Z-W parallelism error a is a large error for a high-

precision machine such as LODTM, amounting as it does to more than 1 arc-

second. Of course the linear error in X position with Z motion caused by

such an axis alignment error could be removed by a suitable linear term in

the Z-axis lookup table. We had reason, however, to expect that a would be

very nearly zero, based upon our previous measurements of axis geometry. We

will discuss this discrepancy in the next section.

8. Axis Geometry

There are three relevant lines in space, or axes, which characterize LODTM.

These are the spindle rotation axis, denoted W, and the X and Y axes of tool

bar motion. Ideally these lines would be coplanar, with W parallel to Z and

the X-axis perpendicular to both Z and W. In order to assess axis align-

ment, it is therefore necessary to measure three angular errors: X-W

squareness error, X-Z squareness error, and Z-W parallelism error. Since

motions of the tool point in the Y-direction cause only second-order

positioning errors in the sensitive direction and since the actual angular

errors are small, we need consider only the projections of these errors onto

the X-Z plane. The resultant practical axis geometry is shown schematically

in Fig. (29), where it is seen that only two of the angular errors are

independent. Thus, for example, if the X-W squareness error o) and the X-Z
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LODTM Axis Geometry

a= Z-W Parallelism Error

a> = X -W Squareness Error

xfj = X-Z Squareness Error

Figure 29



squareness error »(; are measured, then the Z-W parallelism error may be

computed: a = to+ip. This relation is strictly valid only if the X-W square-

ness error is measured with the spindle rotating, but for a massive rotor

such as that of LODTM we expect that a large change in axis direction with

spindle speed would be unlikely. Fortunately, we were able to measure a

independently during our measurements of spindle errors, so that the

relationship above may be viewed as a useful consistency check.

8. A. X-W Squareness Error

The squareness error u) between the X-axis slide and the spindle axis was

measured by a technique suggested by R. Donaldson of LLNL. The measurement

apparatus was identical to that used for our 6^(X) metrology (see Sec.T.A.),

consisting of the NBS interferometer system sampling the calibrated LLNL

straightedge. The principle of the technique is illustrated in Fig. (30).

The straightedge was mounted so as to straddle the spindle center and the

change in separation between the gauging surface and the interferometer was

recorded as the interferometer was transported in the X-direction. A least-

squares fit to the data yields a line whose slope is equal to the angle

between the X-axis and the straightedge gauging surface. The actual square-

ness determination requires two such measurements, with a "reversal" to

remove setup error. Fig. (30a) depicts an arbitrary "FORWARD" orientation of

the straightedge, with the spindle at 9=0, and Fig. (30b) shows the "REVERSE"

orientation achieved by a 180° spindle rotation. Angle 6 is the squareness

error between the straightedge and the spindle axis resulting from the
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W (Spindle Axis)

“Forward”, 6 = 0

(a)

I
W

“Reverse”, 0 = 180“

(b)

Figure 30



supporting fixtures, while angle co is the desired X-W squareness error. We

denote the measured angles in the respective orientations by 4)„ and (f)-. An
r R

examination of the figures yields the relationships

4>P
= 0) - 6 (25)

= 03 + B, (26)

so that 0) is simply

= |(4)p • ^27)

For the actual measurements, the straightedge was centered to within 0.25-

inch and the tool bar moved very nearly to the North limit of travel. With

this arrangement we were able to sample 32 inches of the straightedge sur-

face in each orientation. Since the figure error of the straightedge was

known (at least to ± 2 microinches), it was possible to correct the measure-

ment data for artifact shape. Vertical straightness errors of the LODTM X-

axis were under software control via the polynomial correction algorithm

described in Section 7. A. Displacements were measured at 4-inch intervals

in each direction of tool bar motion.

Figure (31) shows the measured displacements in the "FORWARD" orientation

after most of the linear portion has been subtracted. The most obvious

feata’^e is the nearly 25 microinch jump in the first 4 inches of travel,
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followed by a nearly linear behavior over the remainder of the range. We

are certain that the reference straightedge contained no such large slope

discontinuities in the first 4 inches of the sampled surface. Subsequent to

this run we learned that the starting position was extremely close to the

end of one of the LODTM horizontal reference straightedges and was outside

the range of the vertical straightness lookup table. For this reason we

have omitted the X*0 data points from the slope analysis and use only that

portion of data between ^ inches and 32 inches, which amounts only to a

change of origin.

Figure (32) shows the residuals of the relevant measured displacements

after removal of a linear term, plotted with respect to a zero displacement

at the inches position on the outward (to the South) portion of the

measurement range. The solid line connects points on the way out and the

dashed curve connects points on the way back. The obvious systematic non-

repeatability is similar to that which characterized much of our data at

LODTM, and is probably related to the tool bar air bearings. All data for

this squareness measurement were taken with the air line heaters turned off.

Since the Z-axis slide was not moved, the thermal model of Appendix A is not

applicable to this behavior. The systematic convex nature of the residuals

reflects the figure error of the reference straightedge.

Lacking an adequate model for thermal hysteresis, the data were analyzed as

follows. Displacement at each position was estimated by simply averaging

the samples taken in each direction of motion. These averaged data were

then corrected for the shape of the reference straightedge, using a "map"
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derived from calibration data and beam calculations (see Appendix C).

Finally, the averaged, corrected data were fit to a straight line using a

linear least-squares algorithm.

The results of this procedure, applied to the "FORWARD" data, are shown in

Fig. (33) which displays the residual deviations of the averaged data from

the best-fit line. The fit is very good, with the maximum residual being no

more than 0.5 microinch. The best fit slope is

= 0) - 6 * +102.17 microradians. (27)
r

The positive sign means that the South end of the reference straightedge was

higher than the North end in the setup.

Figure (3^) shows the raw "REVERSE" displacement data, again with most of

the linear trend removed. The results are, as expected, very similar to the

"FORWARD" data. We applied the same analysis procedure to this data;

Fig. (35) displays the deviations from the best-fit line, whose slope is

4)„ = 0) + 6 = - 101.38 microradians. (28)
a

The measurement uncertainties associated with Eqs.(27) and (28) are dif-

ficult to calculate with precision, due to the mixture of hysteresis,

averaging, and computational errors. If we fix the X=0 end of the reference

straightedge and ask for the uncertainty in the Z-position of the point at

X=32 inches, then a plausible answer is about ±2 microinches. The resultant
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estimate of slope uncertainty is then ±0.06 microradians. While certainly

not rigorous, we feel that this estimate is at least reasonable. Using this

estimate of uncertainty for each of the measured slopes we compute for the

X-W squareness error, using Eqs.(27) and (28):

oj * +0.40 ±0.12 microradians. (29)

The sign of the error is such that Fig. (30) is the correct portrayal of the

relative directions of the W and X axes.

8. B. X-°Z Squareness Error

The squareness error ip between the X and Z axes slideways was measured using

the NBS laser interferometer system to determine the displacement of the

tool bar as it moved along the diagonal of a nearly right triangle. The

technique may be understood by reference to Fig. (36) which displays the

relevant geometry. The interferometer retroreflector was mounted to the

tool bar, with the reference reflector on the stationary spindle surface.

The system was zeroed with the retroreflector at point A. The machine then

moved under program control along the diagonal d, transporting the

retroreflector to point B, whose coordinates are (X,Z) with respect to A.

The NBS interferometer system was then sampled 100 times (for averaging),

and the diagonal d recorded. The result of this procedure is a triangle

whose three sides are known. We measured d, while X and Z were measured by
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X

d^-X^-Z^
sinv =

2X2

Figure 36
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LODTM’s own laser scales, which we had previously determined to be very

accurate

.

Data analysis proceeds by using the law of cosines. From Fig.

(

36 )

- 2XZ cos(\j;+90°)

= + 2XZ sin ( 30 )

The squareness error 4; is a very small angle, so that sin 4; = ij; with negli-

gible error. Thus from Eq.(30)

d^-X^-Z^
2XZ

(31)

Figure (37) summarizes the average of seven measurements of \p taken during

November, 198^. The measured error is approximately +15.^6 arc-seconds, or

+75.1 microradians, with a standard deviation of 0.04 arc-seconds. The

positive sign indicates that the tool point would move linearly to the North

by about 75 microinches per inch of upward Z-axis movement were this error

not corrected.

At this point the previous results were used to modify the linear term in

the correction software for the Z-axis straightedges, and the X-Z squareness

error was re-measured. Figure ( 38 ) shows the average of four measurements
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LODTM X-Z SQUARENESS ERROR

Average of 7 measurements — 13—14 Nov 1984:

(Look-up table empty)

X = 14.000000 inches

2 = 14.039000 inches

d = 19.827330 inches

A = 90.00430 degrees

Squareness Error = +75.10 microradians

= +15.46 arc—seconds

(Uncorrected for straightness and angular errors)

Figure 37
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LODTM X-Z SQUARENESS ERROR

Average of 4 measurements — 1 4 Nov 1 984:

(Look—up table loaded)

X = 1 4.000000 inches

Z = 14.021000 inches

d = 19.813844 inches

A = 90.00000 degrees

Squareness Error = —0.10 microradians

= —0.02 arc—seconds

(Uncorrected for straightness and angular errors)

Figure 38
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with the linear correction implemented. The average corrected X-Z square-

ness error is -0.02 arc-seconds (-0.10 microradians) with a standard

deviation for the four measurements of 0.008 arc-seconds.

The uncertainty in this measurement may be estimated from the three quan-

tities X,Z, and d which are used to calculate 4>. From Eq.(31)

(32)

where ^ Z^-X^-d^
8X ZZP ( 33 )

^ X^-Z^-d^
az “ 2XZ^

( 3 ^)

(35)

Inserting the nominal values from Fig. (38), we have

3X " 3Z
= +0.07 microradians/microinch (36)

and -- = + 0.10 microradians/microinch
3d

(37)
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At the time of these measurements the control software of LODTM was such

that no pitch or straightness corrections were applied to the Z-axis motion,

while the X-axis was corrected for these errors. Based upon our subsequent

measurements of the relevant error terms, we can estimate their effect upon

the diagonal measurement of i|;.

We first consider the error AX associated with Z-axis pitch and straightness

errors. From the results of the pitch measurements described in Sec. 6 .B.,

we estimate that the LODTM tool bar rotated approximately 0.6 microradians

in the H inches of Z-travel during the X-Z squareness measurements. The

effect of this counter-clockwise rotation, coupled to the interferometer

reference reflector by a ^-inch fixture, resulted in a 0.6 x 4 = 2.4

microinch displacement of the reflector to the South. Accompanying this

pitch error was a straightness error caused by an improperly implemented

5^(Z) lookup table (see Sec.T.B.). This error, evaluated over the ap-

propriate 14 inches of motion, caused the reflector to move approximately 9

microinches to the North. The combined effect of these two systematic

errors is such that side X of the measurement triangle shown in Fig. (38)

was longer than the nominal value of 14 inches by approximately 6.6

microinches. As a result, using the sensitivity given by Eq.(36), we com-

pute that the squareness error 4; should be altered by ( 6.6 microinches) x (-

0.07 microradians/microinch) = -0.46 microradians. This change can be

implemented in the LODTM correction software by adding 0.46 to the coeffi-

cient of the linear term in the Z-axis straightedge lookup table generating

function.
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The correction just described is our best estimate of the known systematic

error associated with the measurement of 4; and should be used to modify the

control software. The other errors of consequence are: (1) approximately ±2

microinches in AX due to tool bar thermal hysteresis, (2) approximately ±1

microinch in AZ due to 6 (X) uncertainty, and ( 3 ) approximately ±2
z

microinches in Ad due to uncertainties in the NBS interferometer system.

Using these values in Eq.(32) along with the sensitivities of Eqs.(36) and

( 37 ), and combining the various terms in quadrature, yields an estimated

residual systematic uncertainty

A4^ = ± 0.3 microradians. (38)

In summary, the state of the machine at the end of these diagonal measure-

ments was such that the X-Z squareness error was

4^
= -0.^6 ± 0.3 microradians. (39)

8.C. Remarks on Axis Geometry.

The measurements described in the previous two sections yield two of the

three angles shown in Fig. (29): the X-W squareness error uj = 0.^ ± 0.12

raicroradians and the X-Z squareness error 4^
= -C .^6 ± 0.3 microradians. The

negative sign of 4; means that the angle between X and Z is acute, rather

that obtuse as shown. Since 4^ and u) are nearly equal in magnitude we would
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expect that the Z-W parallelism error a to be very small. In particular, we

compute from the geometry:

a = (jo
+

= -0.06 ±0.^ microradians. (^0)

A direct measurement of a, however, as described in Section (7.B.), resulted

in a value of a » 5.3 ± 0.22 microradians. This sizeable discrepancy,

amounting as it does to more than an arc-second of angular error, is much

larger than can be accounted for by any reasonable increase in the measure-

ment uncertainties. In our opinion, the most likely explanation of this

behavior is an effect resulting from the nature of the LODTM slide

configuration.

The linear axes of LODTM are arranged in what is commonly called a "stacked

slide” configuration. That is, the Z-axis (or tool bar) is mechanically

coupled to, and transported by, the X-axis carriage. The effect of this

coupling is such that any pitch motion of the X-carriage will change the

direction in space of the Z-axis. In order to further describe this be-

havior, let us assume that the machine X-axis is perfectly square to both

the Z and W axes (i.e., oj = 4; = 0), and that the Z-axis is perfectly paral-

lel to the W-axis, when the tool bar is positioned above the spindle center.

This situation is shown schematically in Fig. (39a). Now, as the tool point

is transported in the X-direction a pitch of the X-carriage by an amount e

will rotate the Z-axis through the same angle [see Fig. (39b)]. If the Z-W
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X-Axis Carriage

Z, W

(a)

(b)

Figure 39
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parallelism error a were measured with the tool bar at Xq , the result would

be a = G. Thus, apparently, the LODTM X-W parallelism error is a function

of the X-axis position. Of course, the motion control system can and does

correct the tool point position in order to remove errors caused by changes

in X-axis pitch during part machining. The initial value of the pitch,

however, is a function of X-axis position upon start-up, which means that

the linear term in the Z-axis straightedge error correction software is

correct only for one particular location of the tool bar upon closing the

positioning feedback loops.

There are several approaches which could be used to assure repeatable

machine behavior. The first would entail a careful measurement of Z-W

parallelism error with the machine started at a known X-axis position. The

result of this measurement would be used to generate the linear term in the

Z-axis correction lookup table. It would then be necessary to manually

position the X-axis slide at this same location every time the machine was

brought on-line, assuming, of course, that the pitch motion of the X-slide

is a repeatable function.

Another approach would involve using our measurements of the X-axis pitch

error to assign a linear correction coefficient based upon tool point loca-

tion, when the coordinates of the latter are entered into the RTC prior to

part machining. This pitch error can be deduced from Fig. (7). Dividing the

measured error by 10 inches (the Z tool offset) yields the X-axis pitch

error directly in microradians. If the Z-W parallelism error is known at

some X-position, then the value at some other position can be computed using
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Fig. (7). This approach would require re-qoding of the LODTM position cor-

rection software to include the X-axis pitch error function.

A third approach would onploy an auxiliary tool set station mounted to the

LODTM metrology frame at height Zq above the existing station. This

auxiliary station would need to be sensitive only to X-direction tool

offsets. The reference geometry of this system would then be recorded by

the following procedure. First, measure the parallelism error at some known

location and use the result to initialize the correction software at that

location. Then, zero the coordinate system at the lower tool set station

and find the X-axis location of the upper tool set station. Following an

emergency stop or other loss of servo control, the machine could then be

restarted at any location and the tool set stations re-measured. Any change

in the X-position of the upper station with respect to the lower, divided by

the height difference Zq, would then be a measure of uncompensated paral-

lelism error and could be used to re-compute the lookup table.

9. Spindle Errors

Spindle rotation errors of LODTM were measured during the November, 198^

validation period. The relevant errors are radial error motion, axial

error motion, and tilt error motion. Since these error motions may depend

upon spindle rotation rate, each was measured at 25 RPM and 50 RPM. These

values represent, according to the LODTM staff, realistic lower and upper

limits on spindle speeds to be used in actual part machining.
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Our original intention was to measure each of the spindle error motions

twice - once with all spindle software correction terms turned off and again

with these terms turned on. The first measurements would then yield the

"raw" spindle errors, while the second would be used to verify the software

correction algorithms. When this was done, however, it became apparent that

the uncorrected spindle errors were, in every case, smaller that the

"corrected" ones. We subsequently discovered several problems with both the

hardware (spindle capacitance gauges) and software used to correct for

spindle error motions. In order to avoid complicating this discussion with

data of marginal utility, we shall present only the results obtained for the

"raw", uncorrected spindle errors.

9. A. Radial Error Motion

Radial error motions of the LODTM spindle were measured at 25 and 50 RPM at

two axial locations. These two locations correspond to effective tool

positions 7.5 inches and 21.5 inches above the rotor surface. The hardware

used for these measurements was identical to that used for the Z-axis

straightness measurements, consisting of a 3-inch diameter precision

cylindrical square and two Invar capacitance gauges. The setup is shown in

Fig. (21)

.

Error data was acquired using a commercial two-channel digital oscilloscope

coupled to the metrology system computer via an IEEE-^88 parallel interface

bus. A capacitance gauge was connected to the positive differential input
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of each channel, while a precision voltage reference source supplied +10VDC

to the two negative inputs. By thus "bucking" most of the nominal 10 volt

gauge output, oscilloscope sensitivity was increased for higher resolution.

By operating each input differential amplifier at ±1 volt full scale, the

least-count of the 12-bit ADC corresponded to a change in gauge output of

approximately 0.24 mV. For these gauges, this represents a displacement

sensitivity of about 0.1 microinch.

In order to obtain spindle data which was synchronous with angular position,

we used buffered TTL pulses derived from the LODTM spindle encoder. The

oscilloscope was triggered by the encoder top- dead- center (TDC) pulse which

defines the zero-angle (0 = 0) spindle location, in order to initiate data

collection. Subsequent A/D conversions and oscilloscope memory steps were

commanded by pulses derived from the encoder angular position pulse stream.

The 36,000 encoder pulses per revolution entered a selectable divide-by-N

circuit whose output comprised the command pulses. Most of our measurements

were performed using N=100, resulting in error motion data in one-degree

increments of spindle angular position or 360 points per revolution. The

digital oscilloscope has a memory capacity of 7936 points per channel so

that a complete run resulted in 7936/360 « 22 revolutions of error motion

data for each of the two capacitance gauges.

We denote the spindle radial error motion by S(0) and the roundness error of

the cylindrical square by C(0). In order to separate spindle error from

artifact error, we used the elegant reversal technique proposed by Donaldson

[4], In this method, error motion data is acquired using two orientations
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of the cylindrical square which differ by a 180° rotation. The use of two

gauges, also 180° apart, effectively provides the necessary gauge reversal

and, as in the case of the Z-axis straightness measurements (Sec. 7.B.),

provides redundant information as a check on data consistency. The way in

which cylinder reversal works will become apparent as we describe the reduc-

tion and analysis of the capacitance gauge data.

As usual, it is necessary to adopt sign conventions for the relevant error

functions. We choose the following:

I

+, for spindle radial motion to the SOUTH

(Ml

)

-, otherwise

C(0)

+, for displacements out of the surface

-, otherwise

(M2)

The first set of data is acquired with the cylindrical square in an ar-

bitrary "FORWARD” orientation. The gauges measure changes in the gap

between their active electrodes and the cylinder surface as functions of

angular position 0. The raw (non-centered) displacement functions for the

SOUTH and NORTH gauges respectively are written

FS (0) = Asin0 + BCOS0 + S(0) + C(0) (M3)
raw
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and

FN ,(9) = -Asine - BcosG - S(0) + C(0-^Tr)
raw

The first two terms in each expression represent the first-harmonic (i.e.,

once-per-revolution) cylinder centering error. These terms are arbitrarily

written with positive signs for the SOUTH gauge, and the signs reversed for

the NORTH gauge (i.e., if S and C were both identically zero, then the

motion seen by the NORTH gauge would be exactly opposite to that seen by the

SOUTH gauge). This once-per-revolution component of the error data cannot

cause workpiece errors since it is in principle possible to mount a per-

fectly circular test artifact in such a way that this component would be

reduced to zero. A more complete discussion of this "fundamental radial

error motion" may be found in Refs. [2] and [3].

The raw displacement data was reduced by a two-parameter least-squares

algorithm in order to determine the centering error coefficients A and B.

These numbers determine the location of the cylindrical square axis (at the

cross-section being sampled) with respect to the LODTM spindle axis. The

polar coordinates (r ,© ) of this location are
c c

(A2 + 3^)
1/2

(^ 5 )r
c

and

0
c

tan (A/B) (M6)
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Once A and B were computed, corrections AsinG + BcosG were subtracted from

the SOUTH gauge data and added to the NORTH gauge data, yielding the cen-

tered functions of interest. The results, for the "FORWARD” cylinder

orientation, are

FS(0) = +S(0) + C(0) (47)

and

FN(0) - -S(0) C(0+tt). (48)

The cylindrical square was then rotated 180® with respect to the spindle and

the entire process repeated. Then for the "REVERSE" orientation we have

RS(0) = +S(0) + C(0-^7r) (49)

and

RN(0) = -S(0) C(0). (50)

Equations (47“50) are the central results of this procedure and yield, upon

inspection, the desired functions:

S(0) = [FS(0)-RN(0)]/2 (51a)

= [RS(0)-FN(0)]/2 (51b)

and

C(0) = [FS(0)+RN(0)]/2 (52a)

C(0'^it) = [RS(0)+FN(0)]/2. (52b)
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Since these functions are periodic, we can replace 0 with G+tt in Eq.(52b) in

order to get an alternative relation;

C(0 + 27r) = C(0) = [RS(0+7r) + FN(0+7r)]/2. (52c)

These expressions (51 ”52) illustrate the redundancy which results from the

use of two capacitance gauges.

The first measurements of spindle radial motion were performed at a gauge

height of 7.5 inches above the rotor surface. Figures (40) and (41) show

polar plots of the radial motion at 25 RPM, computed from the data using

Eqs. (51a) and (51b), respectively. These plots may be interpreted as views

of the spindle rotor frcm above, with SOUTH at the three o’clock position.

This position is also the location of 0=0 when the spindle is at "top dead

center.” The angle 0 increases counterclockwise; since the spindle rotated

in a clockwise direction during these measurements, increasing values of S

were sampled by the gauges aligned with the N-S axis which is the sensitive

direction for radial errors. Figure (42) shows the difference in the two

determinations of radial motion which is seen to be zero within a noise

level of a few tenths of a microinch. Such difference plots, of which this

one is typical, were used primarily as consistency checks on the capacitance

gauge data.

The single trace of Fig. (40) represents the average of 22 revolutions of

data. In order to assess the degree of "random” or non-repeatable error we
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should strictly display, in addition to this average, the maximum and mini-

mum values of radial motion at each angular position. We chose not to do so

for the following reason. The vibration of the LODTM tool bar, to which we

refer several times in this report, coupled rather strongly to the can-

tilevered fixture used to hold the gauges in these measurements. The

result, observed with the spindle at rest, was a nearly sinusoidal, «100Hz

"noise" component of 5-6 microinch P-V amplitude. The effect of such a

background would be to mask (and probably dominate) the non-repeat able

rotation errors of interest. Therefore, all of the spindle error motion

data presented here will be averaged data. In our opinion, a very good

estimation of spindle "random" error motions can be obtained by measurement

and analysis of error signals from the LODTM spindle capacitance gauges,

which are attached to the metrology frame. These measurements are described

later in this section.

As seen from Fig. (40), the P-V radial error motion at Z=7.5 inches and 25

RPM is about 4 microinches, and is quite systematic. The nearly elliptical

shape of the polar plot suggests a dominant twice-per-revolution or second

harmonic systematic error. This behavior is much more evident if the error

is displayed on a linear plot, as shown in Fig. (43). The solid curve in

this figure is the averaged radial error motion data, while the dashed curve

is the result of fitting the measuronent data to a finite Fourier series in

the angular position. This expansion takes the form
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(53)

N

S(0) = Aq + 5]
(Aj^coskO Bj^sinke).

The best-fit A and B coefficients for this data, and for the remainder of

the measured spindle error motions, are tabulated later in this section.

Figure (^4) displays the radial error motion at 50 RPM, again at 1 =1,5

inches. Figure (^45) is a linear plot of this data, together with the resul-

tant Fourier analysis. Comparison with the 25 RPM data shows the same

general shape with a somewhat (*0.5 microinch) greater P-V amplitude at 50

RPM. Such a dependence of radial error on rotation rate is often observed

in spindle error measurements.

Following these measurements, the tool bar was moved upwards by inches,

so that the effective "tool point" was 21.5 inches above the rotor surface,

and a new set of radial error motion data was collected. Figures (^46) and

(447) show the resultant errors for speeds of 25 and 50 RPM respectively,

while Figs. ( 448 ) and ( 449) are the corresponding linear plots and Fourier

series fits.

Tables 2 and 3 show the coefficients of the Fourier series fits to the

radial error motion data, for Z=7.5 inches and Z=21.5 inches respectively.

These coefficients were determined from Eq.(53) with N=10. This choice of

highest harmonic was arbitrary, and, as the tabular results indicate, is

more than adequate to characterize the radial error motions of LODTM. In
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k

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

LODTM SPINDLE RADIAL MOTION

Fourier Components

Z = 7.5 inches

A (microinches) B (microinches)

25 RPM 50 RPM ' 25 RPM 50 RPM

-0.04 0.20 —

-
1 .49 -1 .81 -0.49 -0.62

-0.11 -0.27 0.10 0.07

0.03 0.02 0.01 -0.02

-0.09 -0.14 -0.03 -0.06

-0.06 o01 0.05 0.04

-0.06 -0.07 0.06 0.06

-0.01 -0.03 0.00 0.00

-0.06 -0.08 -0.01 -0.02

O•01 0.01 0.02 0.02

Table 2
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k

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

LODTM SPINDLE RADIAL MOTION

Fourier Components

Z = 21 . 5 inches

(microinches)
3^^

(microinches)

25 RPM 50 RPM 25 RPM 50 RPM

-0.71 -1.16 — —

-2.76 “3.^3 -0.39 OJ0•
1

-0.30 -0.51 0.33 0.14

0.19 0.17 OJo•01 OJo•01

-0.25 -0.33 -0.13 -0.14

-0.03 o01 -0.01 0.01

-0.11 -0.15 0.03 0.05

0.04 0.03 0.00 0.04

-0.01 -0.03 0.02 0.02

-0.03 o01 0.01 0.03

Table 3
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each case, essentially all of the observed error is accounted for by the

first three or four terras in Eq.(53), with the second-harraonic (k=2) con-

tribution by far the predominant.

We make two observations concerning these results. First, it is clear that

the uncorrected LODTM spindle has a remarkably small radial error motion for

its size, and could be used in its present state for all but the most

precise fabrication work. Second, because of the very simple and systematic

form of these errors and the lack of high harmonic content, analytic correc-

tions could be implemented in the control software and radial errors removed

from the workpiece by command corrections to the X-axis slide servo, which

has ample frequency response to handle these ^-5 Hz maximum bandwidth error

motions

.

Finally, in Figs. (50) and (51) we display the roundness errors of the

cylindrical square at the locations corresponding to Z = 7.5 inches and Z«21 .5

inches respectively. A complete analysis of these errors showed them to be

independent of spindle speed (as expected) and independent of the mode of

computation, [i.e., using either Eq.(52a) or (52b-c)]. As suggested by the

Z-axis straightness data (Sec.T.B.), these figures show that this mechanical

artifact is a very good one, with P-V roundness errors of approximately 5

microinches at the two measured cross-sections.

9.B. Axial Error Motion
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The axial errors of the LODTM spindle were measured using a 2-inch diameter

precision tungsten carbide ball as a test artifact. Motions of the ball

along the X and Z directions were monitored using the two Invar capacitance

gauges mounted on an L-shaped fixture. The set-up was functionally identi-

cal to that used for X-Z drift tests as described in Sec. 1 and shown

schematically in Fig.(l).

The error motion of interest, in the axial or Z direction, was measured by

the vertically-oriented Z-axis gauge. The X-axis gauge provided centering

information on the test ball. Unlike radial motion errors, a once-per-

revolution or first-harmonic axial motion is a direct source of workpiece

figure error. For this reason it is necessary to use great care in both

gauge alignment and ball centering when measuring axial motion. It is

straightforward to show that if the test ball is off center by an amount r

and the Z-axis gauge off center (i.e. off axis) by an amount A, then the

measurement data will contain an undesirable first-harmonic component of P-V

amplitude 2rA/R, where R is the radius of the test ball. This apparent

motion is indistinguishable from real axial error motion and must therefore

be minimized. By direct measurement and adjustment during set-up, A was

reduced to 0.001 inch or less, while analysis of the X-axis gauge data

yielded ball centering error of less than 20 microinches. Thus, for R=1

inch, the resultant undesired apparent motion was »0.0^ microinches. This

is a negligible error.

The measured axial motion, at spindle speeds of 25 and 50 RPM respectively,

is shown in Figs. (52) and (53). The 50 RPM data is noticeable smoother than
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that at 25 RPM because of increased averaging. The axial motion at 50 RPM

was measured every 5 degrees of angular position, so that each point repre-

sents the average of 110 samples. The 25 RPM data is averaged over only 22

revol utions.

Figures (5^) and (55) show linear plots of the axial errors, together with

dashed lines representing Fourier series curve fits described by Eq.(53).

As in the case of the radial errors, the dominant contributions to the axial

motions are second-harmonic in nature. The general shape of the axial

motion is preserved at the two measured speeds, with a tendency towards

decreasing amplitude as the speed increases. It should also be noted that

the magnitude of these errors is quite small, being no more than about 3

microinches P-V at 25 RPM. The coefficients of the harmonic terms in the

Fourier series, Eq.(53), for the axial motion are given in Table 4 for 25

RPM (N=10) and 50 RPM (N=5).

9.C . Tilt Error Motion

Once the radial error motion of the LODTM spindle is known at two axial

locations, it is a straightforward matter to compute the spindle angular, or

tilt, motion in the sensitive direction. Denoting the radial error motions

at the low and high positions, respectively, by S. (0) and S„(0), and the

axial separation of these locations by Z^, the tilt error motion T(0) is

given by
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k

0

1

2

3

5

6

7

8

9

10

LODTM SPINDLE AXIAL MOTION

Fourier Components

(microinches) (raicroinches

)

25 RPM 50 RPM 25 RPM 50 RPM

2.21 -0.72 — —
-0.02 0.13 0.14 0.41

0.20 0.00 1.03 0.63

-0.03 0.06 -0.03 -0.03

0.01 0.07 -0.11 -0.04

-0.03 0.01 -0.08 - 0.07

-0.02 -0.03

-0.01 0.01

0.01 0.00

-0.01 -0.01

-0.02 ”0.05

Table 4
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T(0)
s^ie) - s^(0)

( 5 ^)

^.85Zo

In this expression, and are in microinches, Zg = 14 inches, and the

factor of 4,85 in the denominator is included to yield T(0) in arc-seconds.

The resultant tilt error motions, at spindle speeds of 25 and 50 RPM, are

shown in Figs. (56) and (57). Total P-V error at both speeds is of the order

of 0.04 arc-seconds or about 0.2 microradians. The Fourier components for

the tilt error may be computed from Eq.(54), along with the fit coefficients

tabulated in Tables 2 and 3.

9.D . Spindle Capacitance Gauges

In the course of our measurements of the LODTM spindle error motions, we

recorded the output signals of the spindle capacitance gauges which are

intended to be used for real-time correction of the tool point position.

There are four of these gauges altogether; one pair (North and South) is

sensitive to radial, or X, spindle motion and another pair (again. North and

South) is sensitive to axial, or Z, motion. By appropriate addition or

subtraction of the outputs of these gauges, all components of the spindle

error motion may be measured during part machining. Of course, in order to

actually implement this dynamic correction procedure, each of the
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capacitance gauges must be accurately calibrated. Furthermore, it is neces-

sary to correct the gauge outputs for apparent motions caused by form errors

of the nominally circular gauging surfaces machined into the spindle rotor.

The original procedure, as envisaged by the LODTM staff, was to perform the

gauging surface calibrations (groove shapes) at very low spindle speed and

to store this data in the form of capacitance gauge lookup tables. As we

discovered, however, this procedure will not work because the gauge outputs

are sensitive functions of spindle speed. This speed dependence is il-

lustrated by Figs. (58-61 ) . Figures (58) and (59) show, respectively, the

output signals of the South-X and South-Z spindle capacitance gauges at two

rotational speeds. In each figure the solid curve is the output at 2 RPM

and the dashed curve is the output at 50 RPM. The spindle speed dependence

is evident from these figures, and is more clearly shown by the differences

plotted in Figs. (60) and (61). At the time of these measurements,

(December, 1984) the displacement sensitivities of the South-X and South-Z

capacitance gauges were, respectively, 30.0 mV/microinch and 22.5

mV/microinch, according to calibration data supplied by the staff of LODTM.

From Fig. (60) we see that the P-V change output between 2 RPM and 50 RPM is

for the South-X, approximately 1.2V which corresponds to an apparent change

in radial motion of approximately 40 microinches. For the South-Z gauge,

the P-V change in output is about 0.35 V, yielding an apparent change in

axial and/or tilt motion of nearly 16 microinches. Corresponding results

for the two North capacitance gauges were essentially the same.

While it is possible in principle for these changes to represent actual

behavior of the LODTM spindle rotor, the small changes in actual motion
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between 25 and 50 RPM suggest, in our opinion, a dynamic change in

capacitance gauge output caused by some combination of groove centrifugal

distortion and hydrodynamic interaction of the gauges with the air in the

sensing grooves. At any rate, we believe that these results make it man-

datory to do the necessary groove shape calibrations at actual machining

spindle speeds.

9. E. Spindle Random Motion / Capacitance Gauge Noise

In an effort to estimate the "random", or non-repeatable components of the

spindle error motion, in this section we present further analyses of the

output signals of the LODTM spindle capacitance gauges.

The first observation concerns the calibration factors of the X-axis gauges,

which were supplied by the LODTM staff. These numbers appear to be

inconsistent. To see the source of this inconsistency, we consider the

following set of relations between the gauge error signals and the terms

which affect their outputs. For an arbitrary set of sign conventions, these

relations are

XS(0) = AsinG + BcosG + R(0) + GX(0) + Snoise(0) (55)

XN(0) = -A’sinG - B*cos0 - R(0) + GX(0 +tt) + Nnoise(0) (56)
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Here, XS and XN represent the displacements indicated by the South and North

X-axis gauges, R(0) is the spindle radial motion, and GX(9) is the form

error of the X-axis capacitance gauge groove. The first two terms in each

expression represent first-harmonic "centering error"; in a case where R(0)

= GX(0) = 0, and for noise-free gauges, we would expect A » A* and B = B’.

Any deviation from this condition would indicate the non-repeatable noise

signals of the gauges; non-repeatable radial motion has been included in

R(0).

Using a 2-parameter least-squares algorithm, we determined the coefficients

A,A’,B, and B’ for the gauge signals at 50 RPM, using the calibration fac-

tors as determined by the LODTM staff (South-X: 30 mV/microinch and North-X:

3^^ mV/microinch). The results were: A » 77.6, B » 109.1, A' = 58.8, and B’

= 8l.9, where all units are microinches. From these results we see that

A/A’ « B/B’ » 1.33» so that for a given radial displacement of the spindle

rotor the motion indicated by the South gauge would be some 30$ greater than

that of the North gauge. There is no way from this data to decide whether

one or both of the gauges was improperly calibrated, but it does suggest a

careful review and check of the calibration procedure.

In order to proceed with the analysis, we arbitrarily increased the South-X

gauge sensitivity from 30 mV/microinch to «^0 mV/microinch so that Eqs.(55)

and (56) would yield a consistent set of centering error coefficients. We

also assume correct calibration factors for the Z-axis gauges, whose outputs

are not amenable to the centering error analysis. This latter result is due

to the mixture of axial and tilt motion in the outputs of the Z-axis gauges.
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Figures (62-65) show the measured peak-valley output spread for each of the

LODTM capacitance gauges at 50 RPM. At each angular position (A0 * 1 de-

gree) the indicated value is just the difference between the maximum and

minimum gauge output voltage divided by the appropriate sensitivity, as

recorded over 22 spindle revolutions. In each case the P-V spread is about

2 microinches, being slightly greater for the North-X gauge. The latter

effect may be due to a vibration of the North end of the LODTM metrology

frame which we observed very briefly but did not systematically study.

These measurements indicate a ”randora" or non-repeatable error signal of

microinch from each of the LODTM capacitance gauges at 50 RPM. The crucial

question is how much of this error is due to spindle non-repeatability and

how much is inherent gauge noise. Relations (55) and (56) suggest a way to

estimate the latter. By adding the equations we have (taking A=A* and 3=B’)

XS(0) + XN(0) = GX(0) + GX(0+tt) + Snoise(t) + Nnoise(t). (57)

In this expression the arguments of the noise functions are written as t,

the time of gauge sampling, since they are not strictly functions of 0. By

averaging both sides of this equation over many revolutions, the noise terms

tend to zero and we get an approximation to the function GX(0) + GX(0+it).

This function is shown in Fig. (66), averaged over 22 revolutions at 50 RPM,

and is clearly seen to have period it. Replacing 0 with 0+tt in Eq.(57)

yields

XS(0+it) + XN(0+tt) = GX(0+it) + GX(0+2-it) + Snoise(t’) + Nnoise(t’), (58)
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and since GX(0+2it) = GX(0), subtracting (58) from (57) gives

XS(0)+XN(0)-[XS(0+TT)+XN(0+TT)]=Snoise(t)-Snoise(t’ )+Nnoise(t)-Nnoise(t' ) . (59)

The left-hand side of (59) can be evaluated from the measurement data and

used to estimate the noise level in the correction signal XS+XN. If the

noise signals at t and t* are uncorrelated, then the right-hand side of (59)

will have a P-V amplitude of about twice the correction signal noise level

of interest.

In Fig. (67) we show one-half of the LHS of Eq.(59) for one revolution of the

measured data. The noise level is »±2 microinches which suggests that the

non-repeatability observed in the X-axis gauge signals is primarily due to

gauge noise. If this is in fact correct, then it is an important observa-

tion since this noise component is comparable to the radial error motion

which the capacitance gauges were designed to sense and correct. In our

opinion, this question of gauge noise should be more thoroughly investigated

prior to the implementation of spindle error compensation as planned in the

LODTM design.

As discussed above, the foregoing analysis cannot be readily applied to the

Z-axis gauges because of the mixture of error terms. The measured non-

repeatable signals from these gauges, however, are nearly the same as for

the X-axis gauges which suggests the possibility of comparable inherent

noise levels.
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9.F. Dynamic Z-W Parallelism Error

In Section (7.B.) we described the slope analysis of X-straightness of Z

data to yield a static measijrement of the angle a between the spindle (W)

axis and the Z-axis. The result was a = 5.3 ± 0.22 microradians. In the

course of our measurements of radial spindle error motion, we were able to

measure a dynamically. This is, of course, the real parallelism error of

interest since LODTM is always used with the spindle rotating when cutting

parts and it is an often-observed phenomenon for a spindle axis of rotation

to change its direction in space as a function of rotation speed. The

static measurement would be of direct interest were LODTM to be used as a

measuring machine.

The dynamic measurement of a was realized by analysis of radial motion data

at 25 and 50 RPM and was accomplished as follows. We averaged the DC output

of one of the capacitance gauges (the North gauge) over the 22 samples

obtained at spindle top dead center (9=0). The difference between these

averages obtained at Z=7.5 inches and Z=2T.5 inches yields the change in gap

between the gauge and the cylindrical square at the two axial locations. We

then corrected this observed change for the effects of setup and artifact

errors. The centering errors at the two locations were obtained as a

routine part of the radial motion analysis, and yielded the orientation of

the cylindrical square with respect to the spindle axis. The data was

further reduced by including the taper and straightness errors of the

cylindrical square.
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The results of this procedure were (a) 25 RPM: a=2.6±0.4 microradians and

(b) 50 RPM; a=2.9±0,^ microradians. The measurement uncertainties are So

values resulting from the »± 1 microinch standard deviations observed in the

gauge averaging process. The direction of the error is the same as in the

static case; that is, the spindle axis is tilted toward the South with

respect to the Z-axis,

We make two comments concerning these results. First, the Z-W parallelism

error appears to be sensibly independent of rotation speed between 25 and 50

RPM, although we sampled only these two values. Second, the dynamic error

is significantly different from the static result (»0.6 arc-second) and is

subject to the same sensitivity to machine start-up position, as discussed

in Section (8.C. )

.

10. Fast Tool Servo Tests

The test methods and procedures used to determine the displacement response

of the Fast Tool Servo (FTS) are described in three separate sections. The

first section covers the NBS-built capacitance gauges, the second section

discusses the linearity tests of the FTS for static displacements and the

third section covers the FTS dynamic tests.

During all testing described below, both the air temperature in the very

close proximity of the capacitance gauge’s sensing gap and the room's
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barometric pressure were continually monitored. The room air temperature

was 20.4 ± 0.1 ®C and during any one test run varied less than ±0.04°C.

10. A. NBS Capacitance Gauges

During the last several years NBS has developed and built [7] a family of

very sensitive, wideband capacitance gauges with a small sensing area (1/16

- 1/8 inch diameter). The minimal sensitivity of the gauge used in these

tests, for an offset of approximately 2200 pin, was 3.7 mV/pin. The output

amplifier of the gauge electronics provided 20 dB of gain.

The capacitance gauges were calibrated against a flat polished surface using

the NBS Moore 5 coordinate measuring machine (CMM) . The Moore 5 was used

under computer control, which permits its coordinate position to be read

using a laser interferometer displacement measuring system. The positioning

resolution of the CMM is 0.5 pin, and that of the laser system is 0.4 pin.

The gauge was placed in a fixture comprised of two rotary tables mounted

perpendicular to each other. This fixture made it easy to align the gauge’s

sensing surface parallel to the polished target surface prior to the start

of the calibration run.

The instrument block diagram for the measurements on the CMM is shown in

Figure (68). The CMM’s table moved in the X-direction only. The computer-

controlled experiment moved the table relative to the target the desired

number of displacement increments. Both the number of increments and their
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magnitude were entered into the program prior to the start of the test. An

additional parameter was entered to give the number of complete cycles the

test was to run. One cycle consisted of two runs. During the first run the

gauge (table) moved away from the surface and during the second run the

gauge moved toward the surface. For each run the laser displacement and the

corresponding gauge output voltage were recorded. The results of each run

were curve-fit using a polynorainal of the form

N

V • I (60)
n=1

where d is the change in displacement, V is the gauge output voltage, do is

the gauge's nominal offset distance, and are the constants determined

from the curve-fitting procedure. The value of N was either 4 or 5 depend-

ing on the magnitude of the total displacement range over which the data

were recorded. The Marquardt [8] curve-fitting procedure was used to deter-

mine the C^. Typical results from the curve-fitting procedure are shown in

Table 5. These results, which are for the case of N = 4, yield a mean and

standard deviation of the absolute values of the differences between the

measured data and the fit data of 1.7 mV, and 2.5 mV respectively. These

statistical values approximately correspond to 0.42 yin and 0.62 yin,

respectively. It is also seen that ever the range of ± 1 5 yin the gauge is

fairly linear.
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Typical Results of Curve-Fitting Eq. (60) to

NBS Capacitance Gauge Calibration Data

Changes in Gauge Output Voltage
at various Offset Voltages (mV)

Displacement
(yin) 11.5 V 11.0 V 10.5 V 10.0 V 9.5 V

-15 76.009 68.090 62.202 57.656 53.887
-10 50.519 45.291 41.398 38.385 35.883
- 5 25.183 22.595 20.664 19.167 17.920
- 1 5.025 4.511 4.127 3.829 3.581

0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
1 - 5.019 - 4.507 - 4.125 - 3.827 - 3.579
5 -25.035 -22.496 -20.595 -19.115 -17.879

10 -49.923 -44.894 -41.125 -38.180 -35.716
15 -74.669 -67.196 -61 .583 -57.194 -53.512

Table 5
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To obtain an estimate of the repeatability and stability of the capacitance

gauge and, indirectly, the curve-fitting procedure, the gauges were

calibrated five times over a period of 9 months. Each calibration run was

performed with either the same or different position increments and with

either the same or different nominal offset distance from the sensing

surface. Typical results for the sensitivity at a distance corresponding to

10.0 V are shown in Table 5. The percentage standard error of the sen-

sitivity is 0.46$, which corresponds to an uncertainty of 0.87 yin in 50

yin. Even though this uncertainty is small, the NBS gauge was calibrated

Just prior to the start of the static and dynamic tests and only the results

of these two runs (#5 in Table 6) were used.

The form of Eq. (60) is not convenient in actual usage of the capacitance

gauge in the tests, since we are interested in displacement as a function of

voltage. Therefore, in the computer programs that were used to run the

experiments described in the next two sections the following form was used:

N

do + d = y C’ (61 )

n-1

The constants were also determined by the Marquardt method. The were

determined for each run of data set #5 and the results averaged prior to

insertion in Eq. (61). The results obtained from this inverse curve-fit
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Typical Repeatability of the Sensitivity of

the N5S Capacitance Gauge

Test Conditions
Sensitivity

Data at 10.0 V Voltage range Increment
Set (mV/yin) (V) (yin)

Numerical Curve-Fit

Offset # data N

(yin) points (Eq. 60)

#1 3.809
3.810
3.807
3.80H

3.805
3.797

11.5 - ^.5 100 2500 77

#2 3.753
3.739
3.776
3.761

11.5 - 9.5 10 2500 52

#3 3.80it

3.803
3.81

1

3.799

11.5 - 1.3 25 2200 302

#3a 3.770

3.763

11.5 - ^.5 25 2200 125

3.782
3.763

3.698
3.750
3.793
3.799

11.5 - 5.5 10 2200 202

#5 3.918 11.6“ 8.8 10 2200 72

3.829

mean 3.787

std dev. 0,0^1

Table 6
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yield sensitivity and error values that are very closely the reciprocal of

the results obtained from Eq. (60).

10. B. Static Displacement Tests

Prior to the performance of the dynamic tests, a series of static tests were

run to get an indication of the linearity and repeatability of the FTS and

its associated electronics together with the NBS capacitance gauge and its

instrumentation and curve-fitted voltage/ displacement response.

The FTS and NBS capacitance gauges were mounted in a steel, L-shaped fixture

in a manner that duplicated the mounting on LODTM itself. The entire fix-

ture was then placed on a large, thick, steel-topped table of honeycombed

construction. The target for the NBS capacitance gauge was a polished disk

on one surface with a concentric cylindrical rod protruding from its back

surface. This rod was inserted into the FTS in place of the diamond cutting

tool and held by means of a set screw.

The schematic diagram of the instrumentation configuration is shown in

Figure (69). The entire test was under computer control, with all instru-

ments interfaced using the IEEE-488 protocol. The air temperature was

monitored with a thermistor calibrated at NBS. It was attached to a digital

ohmmeter which was read prior to each measurement. The output voltage of

the NBS capacitance gauge was monitored with a 6-digit DC digital voltmeter

(DVM) . The voltage output from the barometric pressure sensor and the
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voltages from the various intermediate stages of the FTS electronics were

monitored with a scanner, which incorporated a DVM. The scanner also had a

programmable digital- to-analog converter (DAC) , which was used to provide the

DC voltages to drive the FTS.

The test procedure used in these tests was as follows. The output of the

DAC was set to O.OOOV and the output voltage of the NBS capacitance gauge

was read. Then the DAC was set to Vq volts and the capacitance gauge again

read. At each of these voltages the corresponding displacements were deter-

mined using Eq. (61). The difference of these two displacement values gave

the static displacement response of the FTS for that value of input voltage,

Vq

.

The values of Vq ranged from ±10 V in increments of 0.5 V in the fol-

lowing manner: 0.0 V to 10.0 Y to -10.0 V to 0.0 V. It should be mentioned

that this procedure eliminates the effects of drift on the measurements. A

different test method has to be used to monitor drift. No drift tests were

performed on the FTS.

A typical result of these tests is shown in Figure (70). The repeatability

is outstanding so that most data points, which are represented by plus

signs, fall on top of each other. There are 78 data points plotted in

Figure (70). The linearity of the response, typified by the negligible

standard deviation of the randomly distributed data points about the fitted

line of 0.0^ uin, is excellent. This test was run three times, twice on one

day and once on the next day. The results are summarized in Table 7. The

actual repeatability of the individual displacement values to the applied
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Linearity and Repeatability of

FTS Static Response

Run #1 Run #2 Run #3

Slope (V/yin) 0.1691 0.1692 0.1692

Y-intercept (V) 0.0033 0.0000 0.0036

Standard Deviation (V) 0.0066 0.031

^

0.0072

Table 7
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voltages is within ±0.03 yin, for the most part, with a few differences as

large as ±0.05 yin.

These highly reproducible results indicated that the FTS and the NBS in-

strumentation were properly working and that the dynamic tests could now be

performed.

10. C. Dynamic Displacement Tests

The mechanical test setup used in the dynamic tests was the same as that

used in the static tests with one additional feature: the L-shaped fixture

was clamped at three points to the rigid, steel-topped table. The in-

strumentation block diagram is given in Figure (71). The differences in the

dynamic instrumentation setup and the static setup are that the DAC is

replaced by a frequency synthesizer and the dynamic ouput of the NBS

capacitance gauge is recorded with a lock-in amplifier. The lock-in

amplifier is used for two reasons: its low frequency response (0.2 Kz), and

its narrow filtering capabilities with its corresponding long averaging

times. The output of the lock-in amplifier is in volts rms.

The maximum harmonic output amplitude of the frequency synthesizer was 10.0

V peak-to-peak. In order to get the amplitude of the signals to the maximum

20.0 V peak-to-peak, an amplifier (shown in Figure (71) with dotted lines)

was used to obtain FTS displacements above 30 yin. The amplifier’s

amplitude frequency response was virtually uniform from 1 Hz to 200 Hz with
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a slight attenuation of 0.02 dB, or a 0,2% decrease in the amplitude of the

signal. Since this corresponds to 0.1 yin in 50 yin, this error is well

within the experimental error and was, therefore, neglected. However, the

output of the amplifier at DC was approximately -0.1 dB relative to its

output from 1 Hz to 200 Hz. This difference is taken into account in the

subsequent data by increasing the values of the measured nominal static

displacement by 1.0%. The frequency synthesizer could also be used as a DC

voltage source between ±10.0 V.

The lock-in amplifier had a microprocessor-controlled feature that deter-

mined, without operator intervention, the proper voltage range and phase

angle to obtain the maximum rras recording of the input voltage. This fea-

ture made it extremely easy to program the lock-in amplifier for complete

computer control.

The dynamic tests were conducted at frequencies from 1 to 200 Hz with the

following frequency resolution: from 1-10 Hz, every 1 Hz; from 10-100 Hz,

every 5 Hz; and from 100-200 Hz, every 20 Hz. Each of these frequency

sweeps was conducted at the following seven nominal static displacement

amplitudes: 4.6, 9.2, 18.4, 27.6, 36.5, 45.6, and 54.7 yin. At each

nominal static displacement and at each frequency the following test

protocol was used, which virtually eliminated any effects of drift. The

output voltage of the frequency synthesizer was set to 0.0 VDC and the

capacitance gaugers output voltage read with the DVM exactly as was done in

the static tests. The frequency synthesizer then puts out a DC voltage of

magnitude and the capacitance gauge’s output voltage was again read by
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the DVM. These two voltages were converted to displacements using Eq.(6l),

and their difference, Dg
,
recorded. Lastly, the frequency synthsizer put

out a harmonic signal of frequency f and amplitude Vg, the same amplitude as

the DC voltage. The output of the capacitance gauge was then read with the

lock-in amplifier. Since the lock-in amplifier does not respond to DC and

its output is rms, the voltage used to convert the lock-in's output to a

displacement is

V = Vo - Vj^v/T (62)

where is the rms voltage from the lock-in amplifier. The negative sign

in Eq.(62) is arbitrary since the change in voltage during one cycle is both

+ and - around Vg . The voltage, V, given by Eq.(62) is converted into a

corresponding peak displacement, D, using Eq.(6l). The difference D-Dg at

each frequency is the measure of the frequency distortion of the dynamic

amplitude response of the FTS.

As was done in the static test, three runs as function of frequency at each

of the seven nominal static displacements were made to get an indication of

the repeatability of the FTS system and the NBS measuring system in the

dynamic environment. The results are tabulated in Tables 8 and 9. It is

seen that the results repeat to within ±0.02 yin everywhere except, inex-

plicably, for run #3 at a nominal static displacement of 5^.7 yin. The

average of the three runs at each of the seven nominal static displacements

is plotted in Figure (72)

.
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Repe-at 1 b i 1 i t y of FTS Iiynaniic Response
for Three- Runs as a Function of Frequency

an d P e- a^; Displace rn e n t fi m p 1 i t u d e

D D - S D < u i n )

Fre que nc y
<LHz)

SDn = 4.6 u i n SDn = 9.2 ui
1

SDn=l 8.4 u i

n

SDn = 2 7.6 1.4 1 ri

#1 #2 #3 #1 #2 #3 #1 #2 #3 #1 #2 #3

1.0 -.01 .02 - .01 .07 .07 -
. 02 . 19 . 19 . 17 . 17 . 27 . 19

2.0 . 03 . 02 . 03 . 06 . 04 . 06 . 1

1

. 16 .18 . 15 • i. 1

3.0 .02 .01 . 03 . 06 . 06 .07 . 17 . 15 . 19 .22 . 23 . 27
4.

0

.03 . 03 . 02 . 08 . 07 . 09 . 19 . 19 • ei! 1 .26 . 26 .23
5.0 . 04 . 04 .03 . 10 . 09 . 09 m ^ m .21 • O . 32 . 34
6.0 . 04 . 03 . 04 . 10 . 10 . 10 . 25 m . 26 . 36 .33 • sZi 4

7.0 . 05 . 04 . 05 . 1 1 .11' . 13 . 26 • & O . 29 . 40 .39 . 40
8.0 .05 . 03 . 03 . 12 . 12 . 1

1

• l' • Cm l' . 28 . 39 . 39 . 44
S.0 . 05 . 04 . 04 . 13 . 10 . 13 .26 .26 .25 . 39 . 39 • W l'

10.0 . 03 .05 .05 . 13 . 12 . 12 .25 • ciS . 28 . 40 . 39 .41
15.0 . 05 .03 .03 . 12 . 12 . 1

1

.25 .27 . 28 .41 .41 . 44
20.0 . 04 . 04 . 04 . 13 . 10 . 10 . 28 . 29 • & o . 43 .40 . 42
25.0 . 04 . 03 .02 . 1 1 . 1 1 . 12 . 32 .27 2! f . 42 . 44 . 46
30.0 . 06 . 05 . 06 . 14 • 1 £;! . 13 . 30 . 34 . 32 .50 . 4 6 . 47
35.

0

. 04 .06 .06 . 13 . 12 . 12 .31 . 32 . 35 . 5 1 . 50 . 52
40.

0

. 05 . 03 .03 .13 . 14 .12 . 35 . 32 . 36 . 52 . 54 .53
45.0 . 05 . 07 . 04 . 13 . 14 . 14 • w O . 35 . 35 . 56 . 57 . 58
50.0 . 02 .07 .06 . 15 . 15 . 14 . 37 . 3? . 36 .61 . 60 . 59
55.0 . 06 .05 . 05 . 15 . 14 . 14 . 38 .41 . 33 . 64 .61 . 64
60.0 .05 . 06 . 05 . 17 . 15 . 15 .41 . -^0 . 42 .68 . 63 . 64
65.0 .07 . 07 . 05 . 16 . 17 . 18 . 42 . 42 . 40 . 72 . 71 l‘

70.0 . @6 . 07 . 06 . 16 . 15 .
17'

. 45 . 44 . 46 .74 . 73 . 74
75.0 . 08 . 06 . 06 . 18 .21 . 17 . 46 . 48 . 46 .81 . 80 . 78
80.0 . 09 . 06 . 06 . 19 . 19 .20 . 46 . 49 . 50 .81 .81 . 80
85.0 . 08 .08 . 06 .20 . 19 . 19 .51 .54 . 53 . 86 . 85 . 32
90.0 .07 .08 .07 . 20 . 19 .21 . 54 . 54 . 53 . 90 . 89 . 33
95.0 . 10 . 08 .09 . 20 .21 .23 . 53 . 53 .53 . 92 . 92 .91
100.0 . 08 .07 .07 .21 . 22 m . 59 . 58 . 58 . 97 . 99 1.00
120.0 .09 . 09 . 09 . 26 . 27 . 24 .67 . 67 . 67 1.16 1.15 1.18
140.0 . 13 . 12 . 1

1

.29 . 28 . 28 . 75 . 79 . 74 1 . 34 1 . 33 1.31
160.0 . 13 . 13 • 1 & . 32 .32 r>Z'

. 89 . 87 . 89 1 . 53 1 . 53 1 . 55
180.0 . 14 . 16 . 13 . 36 • Of . 35 1.01 1 . 03 1.01 1 . 76 1 . 75 1.76
200 .

0

. 16 . 15 . 15 . 42 .41 . 42 1 . 14 1.14 1.14 2.02 2.01 1 . 93

SD = Static Displacement
DD = Peak Dynamic Displacement
SDn= Nominal SD

Table 8
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Repeat, i b i 1 i t y of FTS Dynamic Reeponee
for Three Rune as a F u n c t i o n of F r' e q u e n c y

and Peak Displacement fimplitude

D D - S D • u i n

SDn=36.9 uin
|

SDn=46.1 uin
|

SDn=55.2 uin
e q u e n c y

( Hz .^ #1 #2 #3 #1 #2 #3 #1 #2 #3

1 .

0

. 03 . 42 -.03 . 16 . 20 . 54 . 05 . 13 . 68
2 .

0

m 02 . 1 9 0 £l> I* .41 . 40 . 50 . 50 . 65 . 47
3.0 . 29 . 29 . 42 . 50 . 48 .70 . 66 . 46
4.0 . 39 . 39 .36 . 54 .57 .59 .77 . 63 . 55
5.0 .41 . 46 . 44 . 69 . 63 . 67 . 88 . 79 . 65
6.0 . 48 . 52 . 50 . 75 . 74 . 76 .91 . 89 .71
7.0 . 50 . 55 .51 . 84 IT

• I

* .79 1.03 . 97 . 74
8.0 . 55 . 57 .55 . 75 . 81 . 77 1 . 04 1 . 02 .78
9 . 0 . 57 . 55 . 50 .76 . 76 .78 . 99 . 94 . 73
10.0 . 53 . 55 . 51 . 83 .79 . 79 . 99 1 . 00 . 75
15.8 . 53 0 5 & .53 .79 .82 . 86 1 . 10 1 . 00 . 80
20.0 . 56 .59 . 59 .85 • 8 & . 89 1.13 1.11 .86
25.0 . 63 . 65 . 66 . 83 . 94 . 95 1.17 1.18 . 99
30.

0

. 69 . 67 a 67 . 99 . 98 1.01 1 . 25 1 . 23 1.14
35.0 m ( ci a 75 . 73 1 . 09 1 . 05 1 . 05 1.41 1 . 35 1 . S

40.0 . 75 . 75 . 76 1.15 1.11 1.13 1.41 1 . 40 1 . 34
45.

0

.81 . 82 . 82 1.21 1.18 1.19 1 . 49 1 . 50 1.41
50.0 . 84 . 85 . 87 1 . 23 1 . 25 1 . 26 1 . 55 1 . 47
55.0 . 90 .91 . 93 1 .31 1 . 30 1 . 33 1 . 67 1 . 66 1 . 56
60.0 . 94 . 97 . 98 1 . 44 1 . 38 1 . 40 1 . 77 1 . 74 1 . 62
65.0 1 . 00 1 . 00 1.01 1 . 49 1 . 45 1 . 48 1 . 85 1.84 1 .71
70.0 1 . 07 1 . 06 1 . 08 1 . 55 1 . 53 1 . 57 1 . 92 1 . 93 1 . 83
75.0 1 . 09 1.13 1 . 13 1 . 60 1 . 60 1 . 62 2.02 1 . 98 1 . 8

80.0 1 . 16 1.13 1.19 1 . 69 1 . 68 1 . 68 2.14 2 . 14 1 . 96
85.0 1 .21 1 . 23 1 . 25 1 . 75 1.76 1 . 79 2.21 2.19 2.05
90.

0

1 . 28 1 . 30 1 . 29 1 . 83 1 . 86 1 . 86 2.34 2 . 34 2.23
95.0 1 . 32 1 . 34 1 . 35 1 . 90 1 . 90 1 . 93 2.4 7 2 .

4

S
’ 2 . 19

100.0 1 . 39 1 . 38 1 . 43 2.01 1 . 99 2.02 2.50 2.43 2 . 39
120.0 1 . 64 1 . 64 1.68 2.88 2.35 2 . 37 3.00 2.98 2.83
140.0 1 . 90 1 . 87 1 . 95 2.69 2. 70 2.70 3 . S' 1 3.29 3 . 13
160.0 2.15 2 . 16 2.21 3.08 3.10 3.11 3.93 3.91 4. 44
180.0 2.45 2.47 2.49 3. 49 3 . 5 o 3.47 4.73 4.71 4.82
200 .

0

2.80 2. 80 2.80 3 . 93 3 . 96 3.97 5.23 5.23

SD = Static Displacement
DD = Peak Dynamic Displacement
S D n = No rii i n a 1 S

D

Table 9
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10. D, Discussion

The results indicate that the FTS static and dynamic repeatability from run

to run is better than 0.05 yin in almost all cases. The deviation from

linearity of the static displacement as a function of input voltage to a

maximum of either ±10.0 V is better than 0.05 yin. The tests used to obtain

these results were performed in such a way that any effects of drift were

removed. No drift tests were performed by NBS. The results of the dynamic

tests indicate that the desired bandwidth of 100 Hz for the FTS can be met

with qualifications: for a frequency distortion of less than 1.0 yin the

peak dynamic displacement has to be less than approximately 28 yin; for a

distortion of 2.0 yin the peak displacement can be as high as ^6 yin.
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APPENDIX A

INTRODUCTION

Many of our measurements of the positioning errors of the LODTM tool bar

were characterized by a systematic non-repeatability or hysteresis, depend-

ent upon the direction of tool bar motion, feedrate, total measurement time,

fixturing, and range of travel. This behavior was most pronounced when the

tool bar was moved in the Z-direction during the measurement. The cause of

these effects was ultimately traced to the air bearings which act to con-

strain and guide the tool bar in the Z-direction. Evidently, expansion of

the air supplied to these bearings from *100 psi supply pressure to atmos-

pheric pressure is accompanied by a significant decrease in t^perature due

to Joul e-Thompson throttling. Thus the air bearings, and the tool bar

itself in the neighborhood of the bearings, are cooled below the nominal

machine temperature of 20®C. There are two principal consequences of this

temperature gradient. First, the tool bar itself can be thermally deformed,

or warped, and second, any tooling or fixturing bolted to the tool bar

mounting plate can experience thermal expansion or contraction as the tool

bar moves in Z.

The coupling of these temperature gradients to our measurement instrumenta-

tion is well illustrated by Fig.(AI). This data was obtained using a

capacitance gauge attached to the tool bar with an aluminum plate and gaug-

ing against a precision cylindrical square. Prior to the start of this
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experiment, the tool bar was near its lower limit of travel and the gauge

was in equilibrium with respect to the cylindrical square as verified by a

drift test of approximately one hour. The tool bar was then moved rapidly

(2 inches/minute) upward by 12 inches and an immediate drift test begun,

resulting in Fig.(AI), The data shows an apparently exponential drift with

a time constant of *3 hours and asymptotic displacement of *40 microinches.

The direction of motion is such as to require a contraction of the aluminum

mounting plate or, equivalently, a cooling of the tool bar mounting plate.

Subsequent to this measurement we attached a calibrated thermistor to the

mounting plate in order to directly monitor its temperature. We observed

that the mounting plate cooled by approximately 0.4®C when moved from its

lower limit of travel to 19 inches upward in Z.

Based upon these observations, we developed a simple, physically plausible

model of the tool bar face plate temperature as a function of its position

history. We proceed to described this model, and its use in correcting some

of our error data.

THE THERMAL MODEL

The basic observation leading to the thermal model is that the temperature

of the tool bar mounting plate is a function of Exposition. We make no

attempt at a first-principles understanding of the thermal behavior of the

tool bar mounting structure. In order to completely define the model, we

make the following assumptions:
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1.

The tool bar face plate equilibrium temperature is a linear func-

tion of Z-position:

T^^(Z) = To - ^-.Z , AT>0. (AD
eq Zo

Here, T^^ denotes the temperature which would exist at the face

plate if one waited long enough at any position Z. We take Z to be

positive upward, so that Tg is the face plate equilibrium tempera-

ture at the lower limit of travel. The quantity AT/Zq represents

the constant temperature gradient between two positions a distance

Zq apart.

2. If the face plate is at equilibrium temperature at some position Z^

and the tool bar moved rapidly to a new position Zj , then the face

plate will approach the new equilibrium temperature exponentially

with a time constant t which is independent of position.

3. The effect of temperature changes upon measurement data depends

upon an effective length parameter. This parameter is a charac-

teristic of the material and dimensions of the fixture attached to

the tool bar.
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All measurements involving Z-axis motion started near the lower limit of

travel (Z=0). The tool bar moved under computer control in steps of uniform

size. At each measurement point a programmed dwell allowed time for data

sampling. A complete measurement sequence consisted of such moves up to a

maximum height and then back to Z»0, with each point sampled twice

(i.e.,”out and back").

The observed thermal effects upon experimental data clearly depend upon the

position history of the tool bar. For the measurement sequence just

described, tool bar velocity is a simple function of time;

Here,
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ti=time to move between points

- AZ/Vo.

where AZ is the step size and the programmed feedrate, and

t^-programmed dwell time.

Integration of V(t) yields the tool bar position function Z(t):
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The general problem may be addressed with reference to the following

diagram, which depicts a typical sequence of events.

At time t=0 the tool bar begins to move from 2 to Z-f-AZ at feedrate Vg . The

face plate temperature is T^ . After a time tj ® AZ/Vg , the tool bar arrives

at position Z-«-AZ and comes to rest. At this moment the face plate tempera-

ture is Tj . After a dwell of duration tj the datum is sampled, at which
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time the face plate temperature is T, . The basic problem is to compute T
3 ,

given Tj and the assumed properties of the face plate temperature field.

The fundamental thermal relaxation equation is

£r
dt

-k(T-T (A2)

where k * 1/t » a reciprocal time constant and T^^ is the face plate tem-

perature as t - ®. The model algorithm consists of using Eq.(A2) twice,

first to find Tj given Tj and then to find Tj given Tj . We call the path

from Tj Tj a MOVE, and the path from Tj T 3 a DWELL. The solution to the

relaxation equation is different for the two paths.

A. MOVES , Tj Tj.

Using Eq.(AI) for T , the relaxation equation (A2) becomes
eq

dT

dt
-k(T - To (A3)

Since our only concern is with changes in face plate temperature, we

simplify by setting Tq = 0 . Then Eq.(A3) becomes

dT

dt
-k (T +

^ 0

(A^)
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Now, replacing k with 1/t, and defining a parameter a = VqAT/Zo, we may re-

write Eq. ( ) as

dT

dt
^(T + at). (A5)

The solution to Eq.(A5) consistent with the initial condition T(0)=Ti is

T(t) * (Tj - ciT)e - Qt(t - t), (A 6 )

which may be verified by insertion into Eq.(A5). Thus, for a MOVE of dura-

tion tj we have

T(t,) - Ti = (T. - at)e'’^‘^'' - a(t. - x). (A7)

We simplify the notation by defining a MOVE function as the right-hand side

of Eq. (A7)

,

so that

T 2 * M(Ti,a,T,tJ. (A8)

B. DWELLS
, T 2 - T 3 .

This is a simpler problem than for a MOVE, since the equilibrium temperature

is constant during a DWELL. We have
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dT

dt T eq

with = - ZAT/Zq = constant. The solution is a simple exponential

relaxation:

eq eq

t/x
(A 9 )

so that for a DWELL of duration t, we have

T(t,) -= T3 » + (T, T )e
""

eq
(AlO)

By analogy with the MOVE function, Eq.(A8), we now define a DWELL function D

as the right-hand side of Eq.(AlO):

T3 - D(T2,Z,AT/Zo,T,t2). (All)

DATA CORRECTION

For a typical data run, the following parameters are assumed to be fixed:

T = relaxation time constant

AT/Zq = temperature gradient
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^2 ® programmed dwell time

AZ == programmed step size.

The correction algorithm then proceeds by iteration. We have

T3 * D(T2,Z), other parameters fixed, (A12)

and

T2 » M(Tj ,a,ti), T fixed. (AI3)

Note: the parameters a = VqAT/Zo and Tj = AZ/V,, are taken to be variables

and are adjusted to maximize the bi-directional repeatability of the ex-

perimental data. The reason for this has to do with the LODTM controller.

If Vq were known exactly, then a and t^ would be fixed. The LODTM control

panel has a 0 - 100$ feedrate override potentiometer whose position was not

recorded in our experimental log books. Fitted values gave feedrates of 80-

90$ of the programmed values.

Combining Eqs.(A12) and (AI3) yields

T3 = D[M(Ti,a,tJ,Z] , Q = VoAT/Zo. (A1 i4)

This is the central result of the procedure. Starting at the beginning of a

data run (Tj = 0), Eq.(Ali{) gives the temperature (T3 ) at the first data
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point. This value of T 3 then becomes the initial temperature (T 3
— '

) of

the next MOVE/DWELL sequence and (A14) used again to find T 3
* . Then T 3

’

Tj
’

,

and so on. At the upper limit of travel the tool bar motion changes

direction, which is simply accomplished by letting a - -a (i.e., Vq - -Vq )

.

In this manner we bootstrap our way out and back.

The above procedure yields the calculated face plate temperature at each

point in the measurement cycle. These temperatures are then multiplied by

an adjustable length parameter and the result either added to, or subtracted

from, the experimental data. The size of the length parameter depends upon

the characteristic dimensions of the mounting fixture and the material from

which it is fabricated.

The results of this data correction model are well illustrated by Figs.(A2-

A4)

.

Figure (A2) shows the raw data from one of our early measurements of

the X-straightnes 3 of the Z-axis. The solid curve connects points sampled

on the way up in 2 ,
and the dashed curve connects points sampled on the way

down. The effect of thermal hysteresis in this data is obvious. Figure

(A3) displays the thermal drift during this run, computed by repeated ap-

plication of Eq.(Al4) and optimized with respect to a and t^. Figure (A4)

shows the corrected data, obtained by subtracting (A3) from (A2). The

effect of the thermal model is such that bi-directional repeatability is

reduced to less than 0.5 microinches at all measured points.

In addition to the Z-axis straightness data, this algorithm was also used to

remove thermal drift from our early Z-axis scale and pitch errors, prior to
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the installation of heaters on the air supply lines to the tool bar air

bearings. Since the effect of these heaters was to keep the tool bar face

plate essentially isothermal, the model described here is not applicable to

later data which, however, still displayed marked hysteresis. The cause of

this behavior is not known, but is most likely due to thermal deformation of

the tool bar and/or the kinematic mounting structures of the Z-axis

straightedges

.
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APPENDIX B

This appendix is a reprint of a paper which describes in detail the design

and operation of the NBS interferometer system. The equation and figure

numbers refer only to the appendix itself, not to the main body of this

report

.
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High-accuracy displacement interferometry in air

W. Tyler Estler

The absolute accuracy of laser interferometers employed in displacement metrology is limited by two domi-

nant factors: uncertainties in the source vacuum wavelength and the refractive index of the ambient air.

In this paper we describe an interferometer system designed to minimize these uncertainties. Based on a

commercial interferometer, the new system features direct measurement of the vacuum wavelength by fre-

quency comparison with a portable iodine-stabilized He-Ne laser. The refractive index of air is computed

from accurately measured values of pressure, temperature, and relative humidity. Combined with a desk-

top computer, the interferometer system permits the automated field measurement of displacement errors

(such as those associated with precision machine tools) with an absolute accuracy of 8.5 parts in 10*^. Perfor-

mance of the interferometer in field metrology is illustrated by the results of recent validation testing of the

large optics diamond turning machine (LODTM) at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. These re-

sults highlight the need for new measurements of the absolute refractive index of standard air in order to re-

duce a limiting uncertainty on such measurements of ±5 parts in 10®.

I. Introduction

The past decade has seen the evolution of a new class

of numerically controlled machine tools, called diamond

turning machines, which are capable of the direct ma-
chining of precision optical elements. General features

of these machines include laser interferometric length

scales, real-time correction of kinematic positioning

errors, and extensive environmental controls. An ex-

cellent review of the fabrication of machined optics is

given by Brown et al}

As the size and accuracy of diamond turning ma-
chines have increased, very severe demands have been

placed on the metrology instrumentation employed to

measure their positioning accuracy. The large optics

diamond turning machine (LODTM), constructed at

the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, will serve

to illustrate these demands. Design goals for the

LODTM include an estimated surface-normal figure

error of l.l-Min. (28-nm) rms on reflective metal optics

of 64-in. (1.6-m) diameter and 20-in. (0.5-m) height.-

The machine tool bar, which positions the diamond tool

with respect to the rotating workpiece, moves in two

dimensions {X and Z) with ranges of motion of 44 in.

(1.1 m) and 20 in. (0.5 m), respectively. To measure the

positioning error of the tool bar over its full range of

The author is with U.S. National Bureau of Standards, Center for

Manufacturing Engineering, Automated Production Technology

Division, Gaithersburg, Maryland 20899.

Received 8 November 1984.

travel in X, to an accuracy within the design error

budget, thus requires a displacement measurement with

an absolute accuracy of about two parts in 10®.

In this paper we describe a laser interferometer sys-

tem developed at the National Bureau of Standards

(NBS) for use in field tests of the kinematic positioning

accuracy of the LODTM. While the linear axes of the

LODTM are controlled by laser interferometers within

flexible evacuated bellows, field test instrumentation

must of necessity operate in the open air of the machine

enclosure. As will be shown, our present knowledge of

the refractive index of air places a fundamental limi-

tation on the accuracy achievable in such conditions.

!l. Displacement Interferometry

The basis of nearly all long-travel measurements in

precision machine tool metrology is the Michelson in-

terferometer and its variants. The central component
of the current NBS interferometer is a commercial in-

strument manufactured by Hewlett-Packard (HP).®’'^

The source is a Zeeman-stabilized He-Ne laser which

emits reference and measurement beams separated in

frequency by ~2 MHz and of orthogonal linear polar-

izations. Displacements of the moving reflector appear

as phase information on a rf carrier and are detected by
standard heterodyne techniques. Such ac implemen-

tations of the Michelson interferometer offer excellent

noise immunity and high resolution. When used with

a plane-mirror reflector and quarterwave plate, the least

count of the instrument corresponds to a displacement

resolution of /\/64 or ~0.4 yuin. (0.01 ^m) for A near 25

^in. (633 nm).

The length scale of a displacement interferometer

operating in air is given by
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where Avac is the wavelength of the source in vacuum
and nair is the refractive index of air. The vacuum
wavelength is simply related to the source frequency

fo-

^vac ~ ^//Oi (2)

where the speed of light in vacuum is

c = 299, 792, 458 m/s, exactly. (3)

The result (3) is a consequence of the October, 1983,

redefinition of the meter by the International Bureau
of Weights and Measures (BIPM).

It follows from Eqs. (l)-(3) that the absolute accuracy

of a laser interferometer in air is determined by the

uncertainties in the source frequency and the refractive

index of air. In the NBS interferometer system, these

uncertainties are minimized by (a) direct measurement
of fo by frequency comparison with an iodine-absorption

stabilized He-Ne laser, and (b) calculation of /lair using

accurately measured values of environmental parame-
ters.

ill. Vacuum Wavelength

While the metrology Zeeman laser is frequency sta-

bilized, the long-term stability is specified to be only one

part in 10"^. Of the several techniques which have been
employed for length control of He-Ne laser resonators,^

stabilization based on resonant absorption in molecular

iodine vapor has proved to be by far the superior.

Frequency reproducibility of such devices of different

design details have been demonstrated to be a few parts

in 10^^ or better.® The absolute frequencies of two of

the I2 hyperfine components ii and g) of such a laser

have recently been measured directly at NBS, with an
absolute uncertainty of 1.6 parts in

In the interferometer system described here, we
employ a portable l2-stabilized He-Ne laser, designed

at NBS,® to measure the frequency fo of the metrology

laser. Light from the stabilized laser and one frequency

component of the metrology laser are coincident on a

high-speed avalanche photodiode and rf amplifier. The
resultant difference (or beat) frequency is monitored

by an accurate frequency counter. Since the frequency

of the stabilized laser is accurately known for each
component (we typically lock the laser on the h com-
ponent), this measurement yields the frequency of the

metrology laser, and hence the vacuum wavelength, with

a comcomitant accuracy (about two parts in 10^®).

Such heterodyne measurements over a period of

months have demonstrated that our particular com-
mercial laser is exceptionally stable. We have never
observed this laser to drift more than ±1 MHz from its

lock point in any 24-hour period, which corresponds to

a short-term frequency stability of about ±2 parts in

10®.

iV. Refractive Index of Air

In principle, one might consider directly measuring
the refractive index of the ambient air and using the

results to continuously correct, in real time, the inter-

ferometer displacement measurements. We decided
that the development of such a tracking refractometer,

accurate to 0.1 ppm or better, was a significant research

problem in its own right and chose, therefore, to calcu-

late the refractive index using accurately measured
values of the relevant environmental parameters.

Fortunately, the refractive index of air is a very

well-known function of atmospheric pressure (P), air

temperature (T), water vapor partial pressure or relative

humidity (H), and carbon dioxide concentration by
volume (y). The emission spectra of atoms and mole-

cules, measured in air, were the primary pieces of ex-

perimental data which led to the great successes of

quantum mechanics earlier in this century. Consid-

erable effort was devoted to determining the effects of

the ambient air on measured spectral line wave-

lengths.

An empirical equation due to Edlen^ is generally used

in metrology. Recently, Jones^® of NBS combined a

precise determination of the density of moist air with

Edlen’s formulation to yield another, somewhat simpler

representation. For a vacuum wavelength of A =

0.6329912714 /um typical of an iodine-stabilized He-Ne
laser, Jones’s result is

n{P,TJi ,y) = I + A — B, (4)

where

A = 78.603(1 -I- 0.540(>' - 0.0003)]P/TZ X lO'S, (5)

B = (0.00042066/esH) X 10-8. (5)

In these equations P is in pascals, T in kelvins, H in

percent, and y is the fractional CO 2 concentration by
volume. Three additional factors occur in Jones’s

representation: Z is a compressibility factor which
reflects the departure of moist air from ideal gas be-

havior, f is an enhancement factor related to the effec-

tive saturation vapor pressure of water in air, and Cs is

the saturation vapor pressure of pure water vapor over

a plane surface of pure liquid water. Tables of Z, /, and

Cs are included in the Appendix of Jones’s paper.

By computing the partial derivatives of n{P,T,H,y)

with respect to each of its arguments and evaluating the

resulting expressions at near-standard conditions (P =

101325 Pa, T = 293.15 K, H = 25%, and y = 0.00034),

the sensitivity of the refractive index to changes in the

ambient environment may be determined. Table I

displays the change in each parameter which causes a

change of +1 part in 10® in the refractive index.

Table I. Environmental Parameters Which Affect the Refractive Index of

Air; Sensitivities are Computed from Eqs. (4)-(6)

Parameter

Nominal
value

Change for

which An = -t-1

part in 10®

Pressure 101.3 kPa -1-3.73 Pa
{760 mmHg) (+0.028 mmHg)

Temperature 20.0°C -0.01°C

Humidity 40% -1%
Carbon dioxide concentration 340 ppm +67 ppm
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It is important to realize that even were P, T, H, and

y known exactly, there would still remain a systematic

uncertainty in riair- Since Edlen’s equation and Jones’s

reformulation are empirical expressions, they can be no

more accurate than the original experimental data

which went into their derivations. Edlen estimates the

absolute uncertainty to be ±5 parts in 10®. Apart from

this fundamental limit on achievable accuracy, there are

technical limits on the measurements of environmental

parameters. We proceed to discuss these measure-

ments and to estimate the resulting total error

budget.

V. Pressure Compensation

As atmospheric pressure increases so does air density,

resulting in a concomitant increase in refractive index.

A change AP of +3.73 Pa (0.028 mmHg) causes a change

A^air of +1 part in 10® (see Table I). This sensitivity

is quite significant for several reasons. During periods

of rapid climatic change (a passing cold front, for ex-

ample), atmospheric pressure may fluctuate by hun-

dreds of Pa in the course of a machine tool calibration.

Furthermore, when measuring the scale errors of a

vertically translating axis, it may be necessary to correct

for the decrease in pressure with altitude. Near the

earth’s surface this gravitationally induced pressure

gradient is approximately —13 Pa (—0.1 mmHg) per

meter, resulting in a decrease in n^j. of more than three

parts in 10® for each meter of vertical translation.

In our present interferometer system we measure

atmospheric pressure using a flexible diaphragm ca-

pacitance-type transducer [Rosemount model
1201F1A3AIA, range 80-110 kPa (600-825 mmHg)]®
which produces a nearly linear 0-5-VDC output over its

measurement range. The analog output results in a

very high resolution; in practice, however, our resolution

is 0.67 Pa (0.005 mmHg), determined by the least count

of the digital voltmeter used to sample the transducer.

The principal advantage of this type of pressure sensor

is the very small combined error due to hysteresis and

nonrepeatability, amounting to ±2.7 Pa (±0.02

mmHg).
The transducer was calibrated by the Temperature

and Pressure Measurements and Standards Division

of NBS, employing gas lubricated piston gauges. The
calibration included ten pressures over the design range,

with both increasing and decreasing pressures. The
data were analyzed and a residual ±0.07% nonlinearity

was removed by fitting to a fifth-order polynomial

function which is used by the system data collection/

analysis computer to convert the measured analog signal

to atmospheric pressure.

The resulting error in nair due to pressure measure-

ment error may be estimated by combining the hys-

teresis/nonrepeatability error with a possible 0.005%

systematic error arising from calibration uncertainty.

This procedure yields, at a nominal pressure of 101.3

kPa,

(Anair/nair)p = ±2 X 10 (7)

VI. Temperature Compensation

As air is heated at constant pressure, the resultant

expansion causes both density and refractive index to

decrease. The sensitivity of n air to temperature changes

is —1 part in 10® for AT = +0.01 K (see Table I). Sig-

nificant measurement errors can arise, even in excep-

tionally well-controlled laboratory environments, due
to thermal gradients in the ambient air. In addition to

the expected vertical temperature stratification we have

observed gradients of several tenths of a kelvin between
points a meter or so apart in a horizontal plane in a

laboratory whose mean temperature was controlled to

±0.05 K. For highest accuracy in displacement inter-

ferometry, these observations imply that air tempera-

ture must be measured at many points along the mea-
surement beam and an average be computed for data

correction.

We measure air temperature with an array of semi-

conductor thermistor sensors (Victory Engineering

model 41U1A401).® The sensors are mounted in open
aluminum shrouds for protection against mechanical
damage and are typically spaced every 8-10 cm along

the measurement laser beam.
There are many advantages to the use of thermistors

rather than such alternatives as thermocouples or

platinum resistance thermometers. Thermistors have
very large negative temperature coefficients so that

small changes in air temperature are quite easily mea-
sured. Our thermistors have a nominal resistance R ( T)
of ~12 kQ at 20°C and a temperature coefficient dR/dT
of nearly 5%/K. The digital multimeter used to sample
them has a least count of ±1 12, which yields a resolution

of ~2 mK. The small (2.3-mm) diameter of the sensors

leads to a fast response to temperature changes, with

time constants of <6 sec in still air.

Thermistors have in the past been avoided in preci-

sion applications because of concerns about their sta-

bility aginst drift. Recent studies, however, have
shown that bead thermistors such as ours, particularly

when they are aged prior to use, are actually very stable,

with drift rates generally <1 mK/100 days. Our
thermistors were aged for more than IV2 years prior to

mounting in their air shrouds.

While the sensors are designed to be matched and
interchangeable, the matching tolerance is specified to

be only ±0.2 K. To attain the accuracy required of the

laser system, each thermistor had to be accurately cal-

ibrated. Four of them were calibrated at five points in

the temperature range 292.15-294.15 K (19.0-21.0°C)

by the Temperature and Pressure Measurements and
Standards Division of NBS. These calibrations em-
ployed direct comparisons with standard platinum re-

sistance thermometers and are accurate to ±5 mK. The
calibration data were used in a least-squares algorithm

to derive an analytic resistance vs temperature function

for each thermistor. These functions take the form

R(T) = /?oexp(6/T), (8)

where T is in kelvins and Rq and h are constants, dif-

ferent for each thermistor, determined by the algorithm.

The form of Eq. (8) follows naturally from the
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Boltzmann distribution of electrons thermally excited

into the conduction band of a doped semiconductor.

The four calibrated thermistors were subsequently used

as temperature transfer standards for the calibration

of an additional twenty. The transfer calibrations were
carried out in our own laboratory by means of a com-
mercial thermostated water bath containing a deep
reservoir of stirred, electrically insulating paraffin oil.

We estimate the accuracy of these calibrations to be
±0.01 K, based on the maximum departure from the

mean temperature of any of the four transfer standards

which surrounded the thermistor being calibrated.

The use of thermistors in high precision applications

requires several precautions. The physical mounting
must be very secure to prevent strain-induced resistance

changes, and such mounting should always precede
calibration. If long lead wires are used, significant er-

rors can be caused by the lead resistance. For this

reason we use a 4-wire resistance measurement tech-

nique in which two pairs of lead wires are attached to

the thermistor leads. A constant current is passed

through the thermistor via one pair of leads and the

resultant voltage drop is sensed by the second pair.

Since a modern digital voltmeter has a very high input

impedance and draws essentially zero current, no volt-

age drop occurs in the sensing leads and they can cause

no error.

A further potential source of error arises from
thermistor self-heating. A resistor with resistance R
ohms carrying a current of I amperes generates heat

(called Joule heat) at a rate of I~R Watts. This causes

the resistor’s temperature to rise until, at equilibrium,

losses due to conduction, convection, and radiation

equal the rate of heat production. A thermistor used

to measure air temperature therefore rides at a higher

temperature than ambient. In certain applications,

such as hot-bead anemometry, this phenomenon serves

a very useful purpose but it must obviously be mini-

mized in precision thermometry. The straightforward

way to do so is by minimizing the current used in sam-
pling the resistance. Thermistors are characterized by
a dissipation constant, which in the case of our devices

is 2 mW/K. This means that in order to dissipate 2mW
of Joule power a thermistor must heat to 1 K above
ambient temperature, resulting in a 1 K measurement
error. We sample our thermistors with a current of 10

jik which would, if applied continuously, cause a tem-
perature error of ~2 mK. Since sampling takes <0.1

s, the actual error must be much smaller than this.

We estimate the uncertainty in the measured of air

temperature to be ±0.01 K. The corresponding un-

certainty in refractive index due to temperature error

is

( A^air/^airir = ±1 X 10~®. (9)

Vli. Humidity Compensation

Water vapor is ~15% less refractive than dry air.^

Therefore, as water vapor partial pressure (or relative

humidity) increases at constant total pressure, the re-

fractive index decreases. The magnitude of the effect

is (A/ZairMair) = “ 1 X 10~® for - ±1%, at tempera-

tures near 20°C (see Table I).

Until recently, measurements of relative humidity

with accuracies of 1% or better were nearly impossible,

being more typically 5-10% using devices ranging from

horsehair hygrometers and wet/dry bulb thermometers

to chilled-cup dew-point instruments and hygroscopic

crystal sensors. A modern development, based on the

chilled-cup technique, lends itself ideally to accurate

humidity measurement in an automated metrology

system.

The principle of the chilled-mirror dew-point hy-

grometer is both simple and elegant. The sensing ele-

ment is a mirrored metallic surface mounted atop a

thermoelectric cooling stage. The mirror is cooled

below ambient temperature until, at the dew point, a

thin layer of condensation forms on the surface and is

detected by a small light source/photodetector combi-

nation which monitors the surface reflectance. By
closing a feedback loop using the photodetector output

as an error signal, the current to the cooling stage is

servoed to keep the condensation layer constant. The
stage and mirror thus track the dew point, whose tem-

perature is measured by a platinum resistance ther-

mometer embedded in the mirror.

To determine relative humidity, ambient tempera-

ture must be known as well as dew-point temperature.

In our instrument (EG&C Environmental Equipment
model 911)^ ambient temperature is measured by a

second platinum resistance thermometer mounted in

the inlet to the sampling system which draws air across

the mirror surface. The two thermometers have

matched temperature coefficients so that the functional

conversion from resistance to temperature is the same

for both of them. Once the dew point and ambient

temperatures are known, relative humidity may be

determined by reference to a psychrometric chart.

With the model 911, the relevant portions of the chart

are contained in a programmable read-only memory
(PROM), and the computation is performed automat-

ically. The output of the device is a 0-10 VDC analog

signal directly proportional to the relative humidity.

The instrument was calibrated at the factory against

a standard hygrometer which had itself been calibrated

by the Thermal Processes Division of NBS. The
nominal measurement accuracy is ±0.5% relative hu-

midity, yielding an index uncertainty of

(AnairMair)w = ±0-5 ^ 10~®. (10)

VSn. Role of Carbon Dioxide

Carbon dioxide is ~50% more refractive than stan-

dard air,^ so that an increase in CO2 concentration

causes an increase in Hair- The sensitivity is An air
= +1

X 10“® for Ay = 0.000067 (67 ppm) (see Table I).

A recent review' article by Revelle^^ surveys the

present state of knowledge of the concentration of CO2

in the earth’s atmosphere. Continuous measurements,

in connection with the International Geophysical Year

(IGY), have been made for more than 20 years at sta-

tions in Hawaii and Antarctica. A graph of CO2 con-
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the interferometer system.

centration vs time displays an increasing exponential

behavior presumably associated with the combustion
of fossil fuels. The present value of y, estimated from
this graph, is ~340 ppm and is increasing at ~1.4

ppm/year. In light of these observations, we consider

it to be very unlikely that variations in y could be large

enough to cause significant errors in our interferometer

system (a change of 67 ppm represents a ±20% change
in concentration). For this reason we have adopted a

constant value of 340 ppm for y and assume no mea-
surement error due to changes in COo concentration.

IX. Resultant Accuracy

Since the heterodyne frequency measurement yields

an essentially exact value for the laser vacuum wave-

length, the accuracy of displacement measurements is

dependent only on errors in the determination of the

refractive index. To arrive at a worst-case estimate, we
simply add the systematic errors due to the environ-

mental parameters to the absolute uncertainty given by
Edlen. The result is

(Anair/^air)tOtal = ±8.5 X 10~®. (11)

We believe that Eq. (11) represents a realistic limit on
the possible accuracy of optical interferometric dis-

placement measurements in air. Any substantial im-

provement must await new experiments which will re-

fine by an order of magnitude the absolute value of the

refractive index of standard air.

X. Interferometer System

A block diagram of the completed interferometer

system is shown in Fig. 1. The actual displacement

measurement is performed by the metrology laser, using

plane mirror interferometer optics which provide res-

olution doubling. In a typical machine calibration the

plane mirror reflector is attached to the translating el-

ement (which in the case of a diamond turning lathe

would be the tool bar), and the remote interferometer,

which consists of a polarizing beam splitter, two cube
corner retroreflectors, and a quarterwave plate, is

mounted on a fixed machine member (i.e., the station-

ary spindle faceplate). The laser fringe counter is

zeroed with the optics nearly in contact in order to

minimize dead-path errors, which are zero drifts due to

“AX” = 2.4 X 10* 4n<P,T,H) microinches

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the opticeil geometry used to test

compensation of the interferometer system for changes in the re-

fractive index of air.

uncompensated changes in refractive index along the

beam path between the optics.

The machine then begins a sequence of programmed
moves to a randomly selected set of points along the

measurement axis. At each point the machine con-

troller sends an in-position signal to the desk-top

computer which integrates the metrology system. The
computer communicates with the system components
via a standard parallel interface bus (IEEE-488). First,

the frequency counter is sampled yielding the beat
frequency between the two lasers and subsequently the

metrology laser vacuum wavelength. Then the envi-

ronmental parameters are determined by scanning the

thermistor array and the pressure and humidity
transducers. The conversions of the sensor signals to

the appropriate variables (P, T, or H) are performed by
the system software using stored calibration data. The
computer uses these to compute the refractive index
from Eqs. (4)-(6) and proceeds to sample the laser

fringe counter. The actual fringe count contains a

random component due to air turbulence in the beam
path; this effect is reduced by averaging a large number
(100-200) of laser readings taken in rapid succession.

The measured values of vacuum wavelength and ngir

are then used to correct the metrology laser display. To
perform this correction it is necessary to know the

wavelength used by the display electronics in the fringe

count to displacement conversion, which consists of an

assumed vacuum wavelength contained in an onboard

ROM, divided by an internal value for riair- The latter

parameter may be programmed into the display via the

interface bus (we choose n = 1) while the former may
be obtained from the laser manufacturer.

XI. Test of Environmental Compensation

To test the real-time correction capability of the in-

terferometer system, we employ the arrangement shown
schematically in Fig. 2. The optical geometry is basi-

cally a modified Michelson interferometer in which a

second reflection renders the measurement and refer-

ence beams parallel. This is accomplished using the

angular interferometer and reflector supplied with the

metrology laser system. The two beam paths in Fig. 2

are 240 inches (6 m) in length. The lower beam, which

we refer to as the reference beam, passes through a

plastic pipe whose ends are sealed by plane glass win-

dows. Since the air within the pipe has constant den-

sity and moisture content, the refractive index along the
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reference path is also constant. The upper beam
propagates through the open air of the laboratory, so

that changes in the environmental parameters will cause

corresponding changes in the apparent length (optical

path) of this arm of the interferometer. K, for example,

atmospheric pressure should increase at constant

temperature, the resultant increase in air density would

cause the laser wavelength to decrease along the mea-
surement path, making this path appear to lengthen.

The metrology laser system is operated in the dis-

placement mode and measures a fictitious change Ax
in the length of the air path, where

Ajc = 2.4 X 10® An(P,TJi) microinches,

Aj: = 6 X 10® An micrometers.
( 12 )

Because of the parallel beam paths, the measurement
is insensitive to any actual relative displacement of the

optics which might occur due to temperature changes

or tidal strains. The absence of angular movements was

assured by running the interferometer without the

sealed pipe so that the paths were identical. The ap-

paratus is also insensitive to small changes in the laser

wavelength since the difference in optical path between

the two beams is at most a few parts in 10'*. For this

reason it is unnecessary to use the iodine-stabilized laser

in compensation testing. A subtle effect is due to

thermal expansion of the sealed pipe which lowers the

density of the entrapped air and causes a change in

optical path of the reference arm. The effect is very

small, however, being of the order of one part in 10® per

kelvin.

The open path is instrumented with an array of

thermistors and the pressure and humidity transducers.

A test run is started by zeroing the metrology laser,

sampling P, T, and H, and computing the initial value

of the refractive index. The interferometer is then

sampled periodically along with the environmental

parameters, and a displacement is computed using Eq.

(12). The computed value is then subtracted from the

actual reading. If the measured changes in refractive

index were exact, the result after subtraction would be

zero.

The results of one compensation test experiment are

shown in Figs. 3-7. This run lasted approximately two

days, during which the data were sampled every 15

minutes. Figures 3-5 display, respectively, the atmo-
spheric pressure, temperature, and relative humidity

during the experiment. Laboratory temperature, as

shown in Fig. 4, was controlled to better than 0.1 K ex-

cept for a short interval in the neighborhood of 25 hours

after the start. The somewhat erratic behavior at this

time was caused by visitors to the laboratory who ex-

amined the apparatus and radiantly heated the

thermistor array.

Figure 6 shows the interferometer data. The solid

line is the apparent change in length of the measure-
ment path. The dashed line, which is nearly coincident

with the time axis, is the result after subtraction of the

computed apparent displacement using Eq. (12). A
comparison of Figs. 3 and 6 shows that such an inter-

ferometer system makes an excellent (though expen-
sive) barometer. The nearly 6-mmHg (800-Pa) range
of pressure variation during the experiment accounts
for nearly all the apparent change in length of the
measurement path. Since the length of the path is 240
inches (6 m), an apparent displacement of 240 mi-
croinches (6 fim) represents a change in refractive index
of 1 ppm. The total range during this run was nearly

2 ppm.
Figure 7 provides a magnified view of the data after

correction. We note essentially no remaining system-
atic behavior, which indicates that the coefficients in

Edlen’s equation for ^air are very weU determined. The
random fluctuations evident in the corrected data are

due to air turbulence along the beam path. The rms
random error associated with these fluctuations is ~2.5

microinches or one part in 10®. This value represents

the limit of our ability to correct interferometric data
for changes in the refractive index of air. While this

demonstrates that our measurements of P, T, andH are

precise, we stress that this experiment does not test the

absolute accuracy of Edlen’s equation, to which an ar-

bitrary constant could be added without affecting our
results.

XII. Performance in Field Metrology

The laser interferometer system described above has

recently been used to measure the static positioning

errors of the LODTM tool bar, as a part of a field vali-

dation of the machine’s performance by the Machine
Tool Metrology Group of NBS.

Tool bar positioning errors were measured over a total

range of travel of 19.5 in. (0.5 m) in Z and 40 in. (1 m) in

X. In each case, the moving reflector was attached to

a fixture bolted to the tool bar, while the reference re-

flector and associated optics were fixtured to the

(nonrotating) spindle rotor. The errors were measured
at 0.5-in. (13-mm) intervals over the full range of travel,

with each point being sampled twice (once in each di-

rection of tool bar motion).

The results of these measurements are shown in Figs.

8 and 9 for the X and Z axes, respectively. At each
point, the displacement error is the difference between
the displacement measured by the laser interferometer

system and the commanded machine position. The
solid lines indicate data taken in the forward direction

and the dashed lines correspond to data taken in the

reverse direction. Each point represents the average

of 100 samples of the interferometer system. The lack

of exact bidirectional repeatability is due primarily to

air turbulence in the laser beam bath. This effect could

be reduced by increasing the number of samples.

As Figs. 8 and 9 indicate, the motion control system
of the LODTM linear axes is exceptionally accurate.

We stress that in each case the measured machine errors

are well within the approximately one part in 10" ab-

solute accuracy of the NBS interferometer system. It

is interesting that both error plots may be imagined to

have slight positive slopes of ~3 X 10~®. If the posi-

tioning errors of the LODTM were really zero, this ob-

servation would imply that the refractive index of air.
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Fig. 3. Variation of atmospheric pressure during test of refractive-

index compensation.

Fig. 6. Displacement measured by the interferometer system during

test of refractive-index compensation. The solid curv’e is the fictitious

displacement measured along the open air path caused by changes

in the refractive index of the ambient air. The dashed curve, which

is nearly coincident with the time axis, is the result after subtraction

of the displacement computed using Eq. (12) in the text.

Fig. 4. Variation of air temperature during test of refractive-index

compensation.

Fig. 7. Magnified view of the data after correction from the test of

refractive-index compensation. The random behavior is due to air

turbulence along the measurement path. The rms value of this

random error is ~2.5 microinches or one part of 10®.

r RUN : CONTESTS Started: 9 Hay 1983

I 0: ! 1 : ?6 hours

39 j-
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Fig. 5. Variation of relative humidity during test of refractive-index

compensation.

^OSITIONC inches )

Fig. 8. Linear displacement error of the LODTMX axis. The data

are completely within the approximately one part in 10^ calculated

error of the NBS interferometer system.
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Fig. 9. Linear displacement error of the LODTM Z axis. As with

the X axis, the data are within the calculated error of the NBS in-

terferometer system.

as computed by Edien’s formula, is too small by the

same factor. This error is within Edien’s estimate of

a ±5 X 10“® uncertainty in

While we do not claim to have improved on Edien’s

formulation, we feel strongly that our field measure-

ment experience has highlighted a demonstrable need
in precision length metrology for improved measure-
ments of the absolute refractive index of air.
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APPENDIX C

This appendix is a pre-print of a paper which describes in detail the

calibration procedure for the optical straightedge used for straightness

measurements on LODTM, as well as the algorithm used to correct for gravita-

tional distortion. Equation and figure numbers refer only to the appendix

itself, not to the main body of this report.
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Calibration and use of optical straightedges in the

metrology of precision machines
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Abstract. We describe techniques used to measure straightness errors of

precision machines. These measurements employ a dimensionally stable

mechanical reference surface that is sampled with a laser interferometer

—

hence the term optical straightedge. The figure error of the reference surface

and the straightness error motion of a coordinate measuring machine carriage

in a horizontal plane are each measured with an estimated accuracy of 0.5 /xin.

(13 nm) over 40 in. (1 m) of travel. When measuring straightness error in a

vertical plane, the results are complicated by deformation of the reference

surface by gravitational forces. We use a computational algorithm, based upon
simple beam theory, to correct straightness data for this distortion. While
inadequate for accuracies better than about 2 /xin. (50 nm), we believe that the

algorithm, which may be tested using an uncalibrated straightedge, may be
improved using finite-element calculations of gravitational sag.

Subject terms: surface metrology: coordinate measuring machines: diamond turning:

machine tools: precision engineering: straightness.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Machine Tool Metrology Group of the National Bureau of

Standards (NBS) is engaged in the characterization and measure-
ment of the positioning errors of machine tools and coordinate

measuring machines. Most recently we have been concerned with the

extension of traditional measurement techniques, and the develop-

ment of new ones, in order to permit the field validation of ultra-

precise machines designed for the fabrication of reflective metal

optics. These machines, such as the large optics diamond turning

machine (LODTM) at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
(LLNL), are capable of the direct machining of aspheric optical

elements with figure accuracies approaching 1 /xin. (25 nm) rms over
surfaces greater than 60 in. (1.5 m) in diameter.

'

Invited Paper ME-lOl received Aug. 10. 1984; revised manuscript received Dec. 5, 1984;
accepted for publication Dec. 8, 1984; received by Managing Editor Feb. 1, 1985.

1985 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.

In this paper we describe the techniques used to measure a class of

kinematic positioning errors known as straightness errors. These

measurements employ optical gauging of precision mechanical

straightedges and are limited in their accuracies by one's knowledge

of the deviations from ideal straightness of such artifacts. In the

following sections we describe (a) the use ofan optical straightedge in

machine straightness metrology, (b) the calibration technique used

to measure straightedge figure error, and (c) our approach to the

problem of gravitational distortion of a straightedge when used to

measure vertical straightness errors. The techniques are illustrated

by the results of two particular straightness measurements on an

NBS 5-axis computer-controlled coordinate measuring machine.

2. STRAIGHTNESS ERROR MOTIONS
We consider a machine tool or coordinate measuring machine car-

riage designed to transport a workpiece, tool, or probe along a linear

axis. For definiteness, we assume that the direction of motion is

along the machine x-axis. It is customary to assume that such a

carriage moves as a rigid body with five of its six degrees of freedom

constrained so as to move in pure translation along the desired

direction by precisely the desired amount. In a real machine none of

these assumptions is strictly valid, and the degree to which it departs

from them comprises a large part of the discipline of machine tool

metrology. By careful design employing kinematic constraints, it is
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CALIBRATION AND USE OF OPTICAL STRAIGHTEDGES IN THE METROLOGY OF PRECISION MACHINES

Fig. 1 . A typical machine carriage designed for linear motion along the

x-axis. There are error motions associated with each of the six degrees of

freedom.

possible to minimize carriage distortion so that positioning errors

between tool and workpiece are determined primarily by the

machine’s rigid body geometry.

Figure I shows schematically such a machine carriage. For such a

rigid body there are six error terms, one for each degree of freedom.

Three of these are rotation errors about the machine’s Cartesian

axes. These are denoted as ej^(x), e^(x), and where the rotation

axis is indicated by the subscript and the dependence upon carriage

position is displayed explicitly. On a real linear carriage these rota-

tions are very small and are commonly referred to as roll, pitch, and
yaw, respectively. The three remaining terms correspond to dis-

placement errors. The difference between the actual position of the

carriage in the direction of motion and the commanded position,

denoted 5x(x), is commonly known as “positioning error’’ or “scale

error.’’ Motions of the carriage in the y and z directions are called

straightness errors. We refer to the quantities 6y(x) and d^Cx) as the

“y-straightness of the x-axis,” and the “z-straightness of the x-axis,”

respectively. In the case where the x and y axes define a horizontal

plane, it is common for 5y(x) to be called “horizontal straightness”

and for 6^ix) to be called'“vertical straightness.”

A more precise definition of straightness error is due to Bryan^:

“slide straightness error is the non-linear movement that an indicator

sees when it is either stationary and reading against a perfect

straightedge supported on a moving slide or moved by the slide along

a perfect straightedge which is stationary.” As Bryan explains, the

term “non-linear” refers to the fact that it is not necessary to align the

reference straightedge so that it is perfectly parallel to the axis of

motion. Straightness errors are the residuals obtained after subtrac-

tion of the best-fit straight line from measurement data.

While it is not obvious, the distinction between moving the indica-

tor or the straightedge is a very important one because of the pres-

ence of angular motion. The choice of which method to use is

dictated by the function of the machine carriage. A more complete
description of this distinction, and of machine tool errors in general,

may be found in Ref 4.

Several techniques have been developed for the measurement of

straightness errors,** including gauging against a taut wire, laser

“straightness” interferometers, alignment telescopes, fluid reference

surfaces, and, of course, mechanical straightedges. Most of these

techniques become difficult and then impossible as the desired accu-
racy approaches a few microinches. It is our opinion that the highest

accuracy can be obtained with a dimensionally stable, carefully

Fig. 2. Optical geometry used to sample the straightedge. Two orthogonal
linearly polarized beams, with frequencies fi and f2 , are incident from the
left. Component f-i circulates within the beam splitter/ retroreflector struc-

ture and returns to a detector. Component f2 travels twice to the gauging
surface and also returns to the detector. Motions of the gauging surface

toward or away from the beam splitter cause frequency shifts Af in the beat
frequency at the detector. Displacements are measured by comparing the

counts from this detector with counts from a reference detector that mea-
sures fi — f2 - in our measurements the straightedge is transported past the

interferometer in a direction normal to the plane of the figure.

calibrated optical straightedge. As will be shown, with good machine
repeatability and thermal control, horizontal straightness error mea-
surement and straightedge calibration can be achieved nearly simul-

taneously with an accuracy of better than I ^lin. (25 nm). In

measuring vertical straightness a complication arises: deformation of

the straightedge under its own weight. We have developed a compu-
tational technique to deal with this phenomenon, which, while

inadequate for measurements of better than a few microinches, may
be improvable by more refined computation.

3. STRAIGHTEDGE CALIBRATION AND
HORIZONTAL STRAIGHTNESS
The optical straightedge used in this work is one of the spare optical

reference artifacts procured during construction of LODTM. Two
similar straightedges are installed on LODTM and serve as horizon-

tal reference planes for the detection and software correction of

vertical straightness errors. The straightedge was kindly provided on
loan to NBS by LLNL and the staff of LODTM. It is made of

Zerodur (registered trademark of Schott Glaswerke, Mainz, Federal

Republic of Germany),* a glass-ceramic material of low thermal

expansion coefficient and excellent dimensional stability.- It is rec-

tangular in cross section, with dimensions 2 in. (50 mm) X6 in. ( I50

m.m), and is approximately 45.5 in. { 1.16 m) long. One of the two-

inch faces is precision-lapped and coated with a reflective layer of

aluminum. The term “optical straightedge” refers to this gauging

surface, which is sampled using a commercial laser interferometer

system together with air refractive index correction instrumentation

developed at NBS.* The basic optical geometry, shown in Fig. 2, is

identical with that employed for position control of precision x-y

stages used in microlithography. Interferometer resolution is 0.4 ;xin.

(lO nm); in practice we average over many samples in order to

achieve an effective resolution of about O.l juin. (2.5 nm).

All measurements described here were performed on the NBS
Moore No. 5 coordinate measuring machine (CMM) (Moore Special

Tool Co., Inc., Bridgeport, CT).t This is a fixed-bridge machine
whose geometry is shown schematically in Fig. 3. The ranges of

motion of the x, y, and z axes are 48 in. ( 1.22 m), 24 in. (0.61 m), and
lO in. (0.25 m), respectively. All machine slides consist of precision

roller bearings in double-vee guideways, lead screw drives, and retro-

fitted laser interferometric length scales. Only the x-axis was

•The identification ofcommercial materials and instruments is given only for the sake of

clarity. In no instance does such identification imply endorsement by the ,NBS, nor does
it imply that the particular material or equipment desenbed is necessanly the best

available for the desenbed purpose.

T Please see previous disclaimer footnote.
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Fig. 3. Schematic diagram showing the geometry of the Moore 5Z coordi-

nate measuring machine.

employed; the optical straightedge was mounted on the worktable

and transported past the fixed interferometer, which was attached to

the machine quill.

The basic conceptual problem associated with straightness mea-
surement using a mechanical artifact is illustrated in Fig. 4. No real

straightedge is perfectly straight, so that errors in the shape of the

reference artifact become mixed with the machine errors that one is

trying to measure. Fortunately, this problem is readily solved by a

technique known as straightedge reversal, which is both simple and
elegant. The principle is illustrated in Fig. 5. In this figure the dial

indicator is replaced by a laser interferometer, so as to depict more
accurately the setup actually used for the measurements. For nota-

tional simplicity, the horizontal straightness error 6y(x) to be mea-
sured is replaced by the function M(x) (for machine), and we denote

the shape of the optical gauging surface by S(x). It is necessary to

adopt a sign convention for these functions; we choose the following;

( +, for motion of the machine carriage in the +y direction

M(x) = < (1)

, otherwise

( +, for displacements out of the gauging surface

S(x) = I (2)

f — , otherwise .

Straightedge reversal consists of two measurement setups. The
straightedge is first supported on its side with the gauging surface in a

vertical pla.ne, in what is arbitrarily called the “normal” orientation,

and a data run is taken with the interferometer (see top illustration of

Fig, 5). The system polarity is such that positive displacements

correspond to increasing distance between the intenerometer optics

and the straightedge gauging surface. The result of this measurement
is a set of displacements N(x) evaluated at a chosen number of

nominal carriage positions. With the sign conventions of Eqs. ( 1 ) and

Dial indicator, attached to

Ideal

Real:

Fig. 4. The basic conceptual problem in straightness measurements using

a mechanical artifact. No real straightadge is really straight.

"Reverse"

,

Rxed 5

Interferometer

Carriage Motion ^

Fig. 5. The principle of straightedge reversal. Two measurements with
different straightedge orientations are sufficient to remove the artifact

figure error and to determine its shape S(x).

(2), we have

N(x) = M(x) - S(x) . (3)

In the second step, the straightedge is rotated 180® about its long

axis, and the interferometer optics is arranged so as to sample the

reoriented gauging surface. This is called the “reverse” orientation,

shown in the bottom illustration of Fig. 5. With this setup we obtain a

new set of displacements R(x), which differs from N(x) since the

effect of the reversal is to change the sign of the machine straightness

contribution. Thus,

R(x) = - [M(x) + S(x)] . (4)

The results of these measurements are sufficient to determine both

the machine horizontal straightness and the artifact calibration,

since from Eqs. (3) and (4) we have

M(x)
N(x) — R(x)

2

and

S(x)
[N(x) -I- R(x)3

2

(5)

(6)
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Fig. 6. The results of four passes with the straightedge in the "normal"
orientation. The cause of the low-lying point near 33 in. in one of the runs is

not known.

This procedure was used to measure the horizontal straightness

error of the Moore 5Z CMM over 40 in. (1 m) of x-axis travel and to

determine the figure error of the optical straightedge. The straight-

edge was mounted upon two symmetrically placed “line” supports

consisting of 1 / 1 6 in. ( 1 .6 mm) diameter hardened steel dowel pins.

These pins were located near the so-called “Airy points” in order to

minimize gravitational distortion of the straightedge. We assume

that any bending of the straightedge causes negligible distortion of

the gauging surface when measuring horizontal straightness.

It is necessary to use reasonable care in the setups for these

measurements in order to assure that the two sampling laser beams
track the same portions of the straightedge in each configuration.

This requires that (a) the gravitational sag and (b) the difference in

height between the ends of the straightedge in both orientations each

be small compared to the diameters of the sampling beams, which are

approximately 0.25 in. (6.6 mm). The choice of support locations

reduced the sag to a maximum value of about 24 /iin. (0.6 /um), so

that condition (a) was easily satisfied. The height difference (b) was

determined by the support fixtures and in each case was less than

0.005 in. (0.13 mm), so that condition (b) was also satisfied.

The raw data, minus linear terms due to misalignment, are shown
in Figs. 6 and 7 for the “normal” and “reverse” orientations, respec-

tively. Each run consists of four passes, with the displacement

sampled at 0.5 in. (13 mm) intervals. Measured displacements

represent the average of 200 interferometer samples at each location.

As the data indicate, the error motions of the Moore machine are

very systematic, repeating themselves to within 0.5 juin. (13 nm) or

less on the average. Figure 8 displays the average of the four passes in

the “normal” (solid line) and “reverse” (dashed line) orientations.

Figure 9 shows the horizontal straightness of the Moore machine

x-axis, computed from the data using Eq. (5). The peak-to-valley

departure from ideal straightness is approximately 6 ^lin. (150 nm),

which is exceptionally good for a machine with no active compensation

for straightness error. The pronounced periodic behavior that is evi-

dent in the figure is probably due to lead screw periodic error. We
believe that the relatively smooth area between 15 and 20 inches

represents an area of the screw that has been lapped by its own nut to be

relatively free of periodic error. It is this position of the machine table

that is exercised most frequently in normal use in metrology at NBS.
The shape of the optical straightedge, computed using Eq. (6), is

displayed in Fig. 10. This artifact is seen to have a very systematic

shallow depression of about 12 ^lin. (300 nm) amplitude, which
presumably resulted from the lapping process during manufacture.

We believe that the small “ripples” of 0.5 /xin. (13 nm) or less in

amplitude are residuals from the nonrepeatabiiity noise in the raw

Fig. 7. The results of four passes with the straightedge in the "reverse"
|

orientation. The repeatable nature of the machine's error motions is i

remarkable.

Fig. 8. Averaged horizontal straightness data from which machine
straightness M(x) and straightedge figure error S(x) are computed.

Fig. 9. Horizontal straightness error motion of the Moore 5Z table over 40
in. of x-axis travel. The maximum peak-to-vailey error is about 6 x«n. The

periodic behavior is probably due to lead screw error.
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straightedge. The surface has a very systematic depression of about 1 2 ^in.

or one-half a wavelength of light^m a He-Ne laser. We believe that the

localized fine structure is due to noise in the measurement data and is not a

property of the straightedge.

data and are not localized fine structure on the straightedge itself.

We estimate the absolute accuracy of these measurements to be

approximately 0.5 /liin. (13 nm), based upon the repeatability of the

Moore machine, its measurement history, and the frequency calibra-

tion and refractive index compensation of the laser interferometer

system.

4. VERTICAL STRAIGHTNESS AND GRAVITATIONAL
SAG
We now turn to the problem of measuring the z-straightness S^(x), or

vertical straightness, of the Moore CMM x-axis carriage. When
1 mounted on parallel line supports with the gauging surface horizon-

; tal, the optical straightedge will be deformed by gravity due to its

\ own weight. Depending upon the location of the supports, this

gravitational sag can dominate and mask nearly completely the

vertical straightness errors ofa precision machine such as the Moore
5Z. (Of course, the same type of deformation occurs when measuring

horizontal straightness, but, as mentioned in the previous section, we
believe that this has a negligible effect on the shape of the vertical

gauging surface.) Furthermore, the effect of gravitational sag cannot

be eliminated by the reversal technique: if the straightedge is

inverted, both the machine straightness and the gravitational terms

in the interferometer data change signs. The fact that the straightedge

is not really straight to begin with only serves to further complicate

the situation.

In our search for a solution to this problem we have explored

several alternatives to simple symmetrically located line supports.

One might consider eliminating the optical straightedge altogether

and replacing it with a large plane reflecting surface of fluid. A simple

calculation is sufficient to show that such a surface will depart from
ideal flatness by about 0.1 /dn./in. (100 nm/ m) due to the earth’s

curvature. A fluid surface large enough to replace the optical

straightedge would thus deviate from straightness by more than 3

^in. (75 nm). This offers no real improvement for vertical straight-

ness measurements since gravitational sag can be reduced to a value

only slightly larger by an optimal choice of support locations.

While it is true that the shape of such a fluid reference surface is

quite simple to calculate, we feel that instabilities in the fluid induced

by accelerations of the moving machine elements as well as tilting of

the machine structure with shifting loads would make such a mea-
surement very difficult and time-consuming.

An interesting idea (which does not work) is to immerse the

straightedge in a dense fluid so as to remove most of its weight from

Fig. 1 1 . The straightedge support geometry used for vertical straight-

ness measurements. The C-section subsupport assures that the
machine carriage is always loaded in the same way as the straightedge

support points are shifted.

the line supports. While mercury is an obvious choice, safety consid-

erations led us to consider acetylene tetrabromide (C
2
H

2
Br4), which

is dense enough to float optical glasses. The problem with this idea

stems from the hydrostatic forces exerted by the fluid on the ends of

the straightedge, which create a bending moment. Calculation shows

that the effect of these forces would be to bow the straightedge by
approximately 6 ^in. (150 nm), which is comparable to the gravita-

tional distortion the technique was envisaged to eliminate. This

method is also subject to the fluid instabilities described above.

(Note: we do not recommend the use of organic halides as buoyant

fluids; while probably safer than mercury, such fluids are reactive

with some common metals, such as aluminum, and are toxic inhala-

tion hazards.)

Gravitational distortion can be reduced by use of multiple line

supports. Some care must be exercised in the design of such a system

to ensure that each support is equally loaded. R. Donaldson of

LLNL has designed a device with eight equally spaced kinematic

supports,* which a finite-element calculation indicates reduces sur-

face sag to less than 0.1 ;uin. (2.5 nm). A prototype has been con-

structed at LLNL but has not yet been employed for straightness

measurements.

With this background, we decided in the interests of time and
expense to attempt to calculate the gravitational sag with symmetri-

cally placed line supports, using the analytic results of simple beam
theory. This approach has the advantage of easy implementation on

a small computer and can be tested for validity by varying the

support locations. In applying this scheme to our measurements of

vertical straightness, we make the following assumptions:

(a) The optical straightedge is a homogeneous elastic beam of

constant rectangular cross section and constant material properties.

(b) The gravitational sag of a perfect straightedge is an analytic

function G(x , a), which may be calculated exactly from simple beam
theory. Here, a — Lj L^, where L = support separation and Lq =
length of the straightedge.

(c) The resultant shape of a real straightedge when supported

vertically is S(x) + G(x, a), where S(x) is the “natural” shape of the

gauging surface as determined by the reversal technique.

Figure 1 1 shows the setup used for vertical straightness measure-

ments on the Moore CMM. The straightedge support structure is

more elaborate than that used for horizontal measurements, due to

the variable loading of the machine worktable as the straightedge line

supports are changed to new locations. The optical straightedge and

its supporting dowel pins ride on a steel C-section channel that is

itself supported on steel parallels and another pair of dowel pins.

•R. R. Donaldson, personal communication.
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Because of table deformations, the machine straightness depends

upon the size and location of applied forces. The C-section substruc-

ture keeps them constant, regardless of the location of the straight-

edge supports.

As in the case of horizontal straightness, it is necessary to adopt a

sign convention for the functions involved in the data analysis. We
choose

i +, for motion of the machine carriage in the -f-z direction

5,(x) = I (7)

f — , otherwise

( +, for displacement upward (+z)

G(x,a)=< (8)

|[
—

, otherwise ,

and we keep the same convention for S(.x), Eq. (2), together with the

same interferometer polarity. The displacement d(x , o) measured by

the laser system is then given by

d(x,Q!) = -^^(x) - G(x,q;) - S(x) , (9)

so that the z-straightness of the x-axis, for known gravitational sag, is

d^fx) = —d(x,a) — G(x,a) — S(x) . (10)

Equation (10) is the central result of this procedure, and it sug-

gests a straightforward way to test the correctness of the computa-
tional algorithm. Consider using the arrangement of Fig. 1 1 to

measure vertical straightness with two different support separations

L, and I^. Each measurement yields a determination of S^fx) with a

different value of a = L/ L^, and if G(x , a) is calculated exactly, then

these determinations will result in the same function. Using Eq. ( 10)

twice, we thus examine the difference

straightedge gravitational deformation with sYmmetrically placed line

supports. This diagram depicts one-half of the straightedge with one
support at B. (After RoK. Ref. 7).

G(x,a) 309.27 J3

between A and B , (14)

and

G(x,a) = 309.27 ^[4a^ - 1 + 4 t7(1 - 3a^) +(1 -
-q)^]

between B and C . (15)

— [d(x,af
2)
— d(x,ot,) 4- G(x,a:

2)
~ G(x,a|)] .(11)

This function should vanish for a correct model of G(x
, a) within the

inherent machine repeatability. It is interesting to note that Eq. (11)

is independent of S(x), so that computational algorithms may be

tested without prior straightedge calibration.

The deformation of a symmetrically supported straightedge,

bending under its own weight, is a well-known problem in the theory

of simple beams. We follow the formalism described by Rolt.^ The
geometry is depicted in Fig. 1 2. which shows one-half of the straight-

edge. Point B locates one of the supports, at distance L/ 2 from the

center. The distance y = G(x, a), a = L/ Lq, is the desired deflection

and is given by the following formulae.

Between A and B,

G(x,a) =
wLt

384EI
( 12)

Between B and C,

wU
G(x,a) = - I -3a2)+(| -,)•>] (13)

In these expressions, q = IxjL^, w = weight/ unit length, E =
Young’s modulus, and I = moment of inertia ofa cross section about
the median plane = bh^j 12, where b and h are the beam width and
hei^t, respectively. Inserting the known dimensions of the Zerodur
optical straightedge, Eqs. (12) and (13) become

The units have been chosen so that Eqs. ( 14) and ( 1 5) give deflections

in microinches. The parameter /3 in these expressions is the ratio of

the weight/ unit length to Young’s modulus. Using accepted values

for the density and Young’s modulus of Zerodur, p = 0.09 1 lb • in~^

and E = 13.2X10^ lb-in~^,® we find = 0.0827 pin. Since in our
cjpinion neither of these quantities is known to better than a few

percent for a particular Zerodur artifact, and since computed deflec-

tions are directly proportional to /3, we chose to allow /3 to be a free

parameter that is optimized to yield the best agreement among the

three straightness measurements to be described.

In Fig. 13 we show the gravitational sag of the straightedge as

computed using Eqs. (14) and (15) for three symmetric support

locations: Case 1, =0.538; Case 2, a2
=0.720; and Case 3, =

0.938. The curves have been shifted vertically so that the ends of the

straightedge are at z = 0 in each case, and the sign of the displacement

has been chosen so as to permit a natural visualization of the distor-

tion. Only the central 45 in. ( 1 . 1 m) are shown, corresponding to the

region of the gauging surface actually used in the measurements. It is

clear from this figure that straightedge sag can cause serious errors in

vertical straightness measurements on precision machines, particu-

larly for supports near the ends (a — 1). On the other hand, a

judicious choice of support locations can reduce these errors to less

than 10 pin. Figure 14 shows a magnified view of the sag when a =
0.538. In this view it is easy to visualize the supports near x = 1 1 in.

and X = 34 in.; these locations are close to the so-called “ Air>' points”

(a = 0.577), where the ends become horizontal; these are the tradi-

tional support locations for line standards of length. The peak-to-

valley deviation from perfect straightness in Fig. 14 is less than 6 pin.

(150 nm).

The interferometer data d(x

,

a) for the three measurement cases

are shown in Fig. 15. A comparison of these data with the cnnes of

Fig. 13 shows clearly how gravitational distonion of the optical

straightedge can dominate and conceal the straightness error of a

precision machine. In order to extract the vertical straightness 5,(x),

OPTICAL ENGINEERING / May/June 1 985 / Vol. 24 No. 3 / 377
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Fig. 13. Computed gravitational sag of the Zerodur straightedge for

three positions of the symmetrical supports. The parameter a is the sup-

port separation as a fraction of the total length Lq of the straightedge.

Depending upon the location of the supports, the total distortion ranges

from about 6 >iin. to more than 1 00 ^n.

Fig. 15. Laser measurement data obtained with the setup shown in Fig.

1 1 , with three positions of the line supports. Each curve represents the

average of six runs, and in each case a least-squares straight line has been
subtracted to remove the effect of tilt. A comparison of these data with

the calculated gravitational sags shown in Fig. 1 3 shows how such distor-

tions can mask the straightness errors of a precision machine.

we use Eq. ( 10) along with the shape function S(x) determined by the

reversal technique. Since the vertical straightness data were taken

over 45 in. ofx-axis travel while S(x) was measured over only 40 in.,

we used a seventh-degree polynomial fit of S(x) and analytic con-

tinuation to extend the shape function to 45 in. We considered this to

be a reasonable procedure, given the highly systematic nature of the

40 in. calibration. The results of these three determinations of d^lx)

are shown in Fig. 16. If the analytic calculations of G(x,a) were

exact, these should all be identical straightness functions within the

machine repeatability, and on the scale of this figure the results look

encouraging. The Moore 5Z CMM is seen to have a pronounced
“valley” in its x-axis guideways. This may be due to a natural wearing

and “erosion” of the guideways during the 15 yr period since its

installation at NBS. The peak-to-valley amplitude of this vertical

straightness error is about 40 /iin. ( 1
/um), which is much worse than

the horizontal straightness error but still quite small for an uncor-

rected machine of its size.

I

i
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Fig. 16. Three measuremants of the vertical straightness of the Moore 5Z
x-axis, computed from the laser data of Fig. 1 5 using simple beam theory

and Eq. (10). If our computational algorithm were exact, these three

functions would be identical within the random errors of the

measurements.

The real test of our analytic calculation is displayed by the differ-

ences ofcomputed straightness functions shown in Fig. 17. The value

of that minimized these differences is 0.0841 ^tin., which differs

from the accepted value of 0.0827 /xin. by about 1.7%. For any

particular pair of cases, the residual error is about 2 nin. (50 nm). On
the one hand these results may be viewed as quite successful, since the

total sag and shape errors removed by the computation are ,
in Case

3, greater than 1 10 ^uin. (2.8 /xm). On the other hand, however, the

residual errors are only a factor of two or so smaller than would be

obtained by supporting the straightedge at its minimum-deflection

points and using no correction at all [still assuming, of course, that

the reversal calibration S(x) remains a simple additive function]. We
believe that these results represent a fairly realistic limit on what can

be achieved using simple beam theory, with its neglect of shear

forces. We also feel that submicroinch vertical straightness accuracy

could be realized with our technique given a more refined calculation
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Fig. 17. Differences of the vertical straightness functions of Fig. 16.

Only two of these differences are independent, it is clear that our mea-
surement algorithm fails below the level of about 2 >tin.

of gravitational distortion. Recently, R. Donaldson and J. Roblee of

LLNL have completed several finite-element calculations of beam
deflections with our support geometries.! We are presently engaged

tR. R. Donaldson, personal communication.

in a reanalysis of our vertical straightness data using the results of

these new calculations.
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